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Background

Plimoth Plantation is a living history museum whose mission is to  educate and entertain the general
public by allowing visitors to experience the flavor and texture of life as it is interpreted to have been in
1627 Plymouth, Massachusetts. The Plantation was begun as the dream of Harry Hornblower II  in
1952, and has attempted to recreate the lives of the settlers and Native inhabitants of Plymouth through
the recreation  of  clothing,  foods,  animals,  language  and the material  culture of  the Post-Medieval
Period in the English New World. Harry Hornblower always felt that archaeology was an important
source  of  information  on the  past.   In  1958 he  hired then graduate student  James  Deetz to  begin
excavations in and around Plymouth  as a means of gaining insight into the everyday lives of those who
lived in Plymouth Colony from 1620-1692. Dr.  James Deetz conducted numerous excavations that
resulted  in  a  number  of  significant  collections  now curated  at  Plimoth Plantation.   Unfortunately,
following through with the writing of the final reports on these excavations was not his forte.  As a
result the Plantation now houses a number of significant collections, the interpretation about which has
not been readily available to researchers or to the general public. 

One of the sites in the Plantation’s collections is the Harlow Old Fort House (Plantation Identification
number C-07 [Colonial site 7]) site. This site, which consisted of the excavation of a cellar hole in an
extant building, was part of Plimoth Plantation’s fledgling archaeology program in 1960. The late Dr.
James Deetz spent at least four days conducting archaeological excavations within the cellar of the
Harlow House, located 119 Sandwich Street in Plymouth, Massachusetts The material he and his crew
recovered represents a mixture of artifacts deposited in the cellar during the life history of the house
and thus may help to illuminate the changing role of the cellar in seventeenth to twentieth century
culture.  Unfortunately,  no  field  notes  and  only  a  few  photographs  have  been  identified  in  the
Plantations  collections  to  help piece together  the  techniques  used  by the  excavators.  The  material
recovered  was  initially cataloged  though,  and  the  following  discussion  of  the  possible  excavation
techniques that were used is based mainly on the locational data associated with the catalog. 

Structural concerns in the the three hundred year old building led to its closure in 2004.  Subsequently,
as part of the renovations, archaeological testing was conducted by the Public Archaeology Laboratory
Inc. in 2005 (Heitert 2006). Renovations consisted of the raising of the house off its foundations and
the excavation of the crawl spaces under the north bay of the structure to facilitate the installation of an
engineered drainage system. Because the project was funded by Massachusetts Preservation Funds, the
plan was reviewed by the Massachusetts Historical Commission who recommended an intensive survey
be conducted within intact portions of the impact area. 

PAL's limited testing consisted of the excavation of a number of 50-x-50- cm square test pits outside
the structure adjacent to the foundation (totaling 12 in number), as well as testing in the crawl space
beneath the floors of the house. Crawlspace testing also consisted of the excavation of 50-cm square
test pits (totaling seven in number) as well as two 50-x-1 m test trenches. PAL's conclusion was that
most of the areas they had tested had been significantly disturbed as a result of the 1920s restoration
work, but that in at least one area, intact prehistoric remains  existed.  They also failed to find any
artifacts that could conclusively be used to  date the year of construction for the building. Artifacts
recovered by PAL complimented those recovered by Deetz quite well, but as will be seen, Deetz's
excavations did provide support for a last quarter of the seventeenth  century construction date for the
house. 
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Many classes of materials were recovered from Deetz's excavations including faunal remains, ceramics,
glass,  metal  and  lithics.   The  following  report  documents  the  analysis  of  the  three  largest  and
potentially most informative classes: ceramics, glass, and faunal remains. Analysis was conducted at
Plimoth  Plantation  and  it  included  pro  bonum recataloging  of  the  collection  by the  author.   The
locational data provided on the original catalog was used to investigate if there was any stratigraphic
differences in the materials recovered.  Basically, the idea that older materials, materials dating to the
initial construction and use of the house, may have been lower (deeper) in the stratigraphic column than
more recent materials,  was investigated.  It  was hoped that  recovered classes that  generally are not
easily assignable to a temporal period by themselves, such as bone and shellfish remains, could be
associated with a specific period of occupation and this be dated by association.  This information
could then be used to help flesh out the lives of the occupants of the house during those periods by
providing information on provisioning and diet that is generally not readily found in the archaeological
record. The archaeologically recovered material was compared with the historic records (town records,
probates, wills, censuses) in an attempt to provide a more complete picture of the life history of the
house and its occupants over time. 

The following report  begins with a history of the house's  best known occupants, Sergeant William
Harlow and his family. It chronicles what is known about Harlow and the Harlow Old Fort House and
then goes on to trace the history of the house from William Harlow’s death in 1691 to the present day.
The history of the Harlow Old Fort House is followed by  a discussion of the use of cellars in Plymouth
Colony.  Because the focus of this investigation was specifically on a cellar of an existing house, the
author felt that it was necessary to investigate what role a cellar had in seventeenth century culture and
how that  role  may have  changed  throughout  the  occupation  of  the  Harlow Old  Fort  House.  The
investigation  of  the  role  of  the  cellar  is  followed by  a  presentation  of  what  is  known about  the
archaeological excavations conducted in 1960 and finally a discussion of the materials recovered, their
interpretation and how they add to the story of the house and its occupants. 
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Introduction

The Harlow Old Fort House lies approximately one-half mile to the south of the center of the Town of
Plymouth (Figure 1).  It is believed that this house was built by Sergeant William Harlow in 1677 and,
as one of the oldest  extant houses in the Town of Plymouth,  it  is  listed on the State and National
Register of Historic Places. While no documentation has been found to support the claim, local legend
has it that Harlow was granted the use of the timbers from the fort built for the defense of the settlers at
Plymouth.  The fort, which was located on what is now Burial Hill, was originally constructed between
1621 and 1622 and was repaired several times, eventually being ordered to be "rebuilt one hundred feet
square" in 1676 during King Philip’s War. Local legend, as recounted by Plymouth historian William
Davis, states that in 1677 "its material was sold to William Harlow and used by him in the construction
of a house still standing." and that "In a recent repair of the house its oak posts and beams were laid
bare, and disclosed the ancient mortises made in fitting the frame of the fort. An ancient iron hinge was
also found . . . which was probably one of the hinges on which the gate of the fort was hung" (Davis
1883: 135). 

William Harlow owned all the land on the south side of South Street from South Street to Sandwich
Road and on the west side of Sandwich Road as far as the Wadsorth estate.  This land was granted to
Harlow between 1665 and 1691 and the remainder sold to him by Samuel Hicks in 1673 (Davis 1883:
319).  These lots extended from South Street to the shore (Figure 1).  Harlow is also believed to have
owned  all  the  land  on  the  east  side  of  the  road  from Fremont  to  Winter  streets,  extending from
Sandwich Road to the shore. The now demolished “Doten House”, formerly located on the east side of
Sandwich Road at 137-139 Sandwich Road, is believed to have been one of Harlow’s house which he
built circa 1660 after having received the land it stood on and that which surrounded it in a 1660 grant
from the Town of Plymouth  (Davis 1883: 336). Following William Harlow’s death in 1691, this house
and it surrounding land were sold in 1693 to John Rider by William’s son Samuel (Davis 1883: 335,
336, 338).  The Doten house appears to have had a similar floor plan to the extant Harlow Old Fort
House with a central chimney.  The Doten House did have gabelled ends, a feature that likely originally
existed on the Harlow Old Fort House but which was replaced with a gambrel roof to provide more
roof in the second story. 

The  Harlow Old  Fort  House  is  a  small  story-and-half  dwelling  with  a  large  central  chimney and
gambrel roof.  The gable ends of the house face Sandwich Street, one of the oldest roads in Plymouth
and the entrance is on the south side. It is a timber framed structure with gun-stock posts on the ground
floor and a large central chimney with tow fireplaces on each floor. It appears that the roof was raised
at some point and changed from being gable ended to gambrel.  The kitchen , located on the north side
of the house, appears to have been enlarged as well. The Harlow Old Fort house has been extensively 
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Figure 1. Location of the Harlow Old Fort House on the 1939 Topographic map 
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Figure 2. Harlow Old Fort House as seen on Google Earth. 
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"restored" but from the ground plan it can be seen that it appears to have begun as a single bay structure
(the  hall),  in  much the  same  way as  many other  later  seventeenth century Plymouth  area  houses
(Sparrow House, John Howland house, Ezra Perry II [Aptucxet Trading Post] house).  The hall was
subsequently  expanded  with  the  addition  of  the  room to  the  west  and  the  lean  to  on  the  north. 
Unfortunately, restorations in the 1920s are believed to have substantially changed the original plan.
Archaeological testing conducted in 2008 revealed disturbed soils beneath the floors of the structure
but did not extensively investigate their origins, ultimately attributing them to the 1920s restoration.
Some of the disturbance may have been caused by the initial construction and possible subsequent
evolution of the house but excavation was limited to only a few small test pits totally only 7.75 square
meters (29.6 square feet) (20.7%) of the potential 37.5 square meter (404 square feet)  that could have
been examined during this unique opportunity. 

William Davis, in his monumental 1883 work “Ancient Landmarks of Plymouth”, traced the history of
the Harlow Old Fort House lot.  According to Davis, the land on which the Harlow Old Fort Houses its
was granted by the town to William Harlow in 1665 “a quarter of an acre of land was granted to
William Harlow, being a little knoll or small parcel of land, lying near his now dwelling-house, on the
westerly side of the road to sett a new house upon” (Davis 1883:322).  Harlow’s house was described
as standing near the watering-place which he interpreted as meaning a small ditch lying at the southerly
border of the estate, dry in 1883 but within the then living memory, a deep watering hole for cattle
(Davis 1883: 322).  Davis stated that through his tracing of the deeds and land records, there is no
doubt that Harlow built the house, but that it was only “not an unwarrantable inference” that timbers
from the fort were used in the construction (Davis 1883: 322). Upon Harlow’s death in 1691, the land
passed to William’s son Samuel. Following Samuel’s death in 1728, his son Samuel released all claim
to the house and land to his brothers William and John.  In the same year, John released his interest to
William making William the sole owner of the house presumably until his death. John Harlow, one of
William’s sons,  sold the house and land to Robert  Hosea in 1765 who, in 1778 sold it  to Eleazar
Stephens  (Figure 3).  Stephens then sold it in 1784 to Seth Luce who subsequently sold it in 1795 to
Joseph Doten. Joseph died, his wife remarried to Sylvanus Stephens and in 1822 Stephens sold it to
Lemuel Stephens (Figure 4) whose daughter Sarah , wife of Charles Burton, was the owner in 1883
(Davis 1883: 322) (Figure 5).  Table 1 shows a breakdown of the years  and length of occupancy for
each of the families who lived in the Harlow House.
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Figure 3. Location of the Harlow Old Fort House on the 1780 map of Plymouth
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Figure 4. Location of the Harlow Old Fort House on the 1832 map of Plymouth.
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Figure 5. Harlow Old Fort House (gambrel-roofed house in center) as shown on the 1882 Plymouth
Bailey lithograph

Table 1. Occupancy of the Harlow House
Owner                                         Years of Occupation                   Length of Occupation        
William Harlow 1669-1691 22 years
Samuel Harlow 1692-1728 36 years
William and John Harlow 1728-1765 37 years
Robert Hosea 1765-1778 13 years
Eleazer Stephens 1778-1784 6 years
Seth Luce 1784-1795 11 years
Joseph Doten 1795-1822 27 years
Lemuel Stephens 1822-1883+ 61 years

The  Plymouth  Antiquarian  Society  was  chartered  in  1919  “to  preserve  buildings  and  household
property of antiquarian value…and to give the Present a better understanding of the Past” and in 1920,
when the Harlow Old Fort House was put up for sale by its last private owners, they purchased it for
$3,000. Restoration of its presumed 17th century appearance was conducted under the direction of
architect Joseph E. Chandler who was born in Plymouth and was himself a Harlow descendant. At this
time plaster  was removed from the beams, partitions  were restored,  floors  were replaced with  old
boards, a chimney was added and objects reflecting the furnishing of the house at the time of William
Harlow’s occupation were added. Essentially, the house was restored to what 1920s antiquarians and
historians believed a late seventeenth century house would look like. It was believed that the gambrel
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roof was added at this time, reflecting the then current thoughts on the 17th century architectural styles,
but it appears on the 1883 Bailey map, so must have existed prior to the restoration work. 

Sergeant William Harlow Biography

Harlow was born in England about 1624 but is  first  mentioned in Plymouth (Massachusetts) town
records as a voter in 1646. He is believed to have come to Plymouth Colony in 1633 aboard the Anne.
He was a farmer, cooper and town official, who served as sergeant of the local militia during King
Philip's War. The house is believed to have been built sometime after William Harlow obtained the land
in 1669 at a town meeting. Harlow and his family lived elsewhere, between his first marriage in 1648
and 1669 when he obtained this land. 

William Harlow first appeared in the Plymouth Town records in 1643 when he appeared on the ATBA
(able to bear arms) for the town.  He and his brother-in-law Benjamin Bartlett were noted in 1651 as
having killed two wolves in 1651. William was a grand juror on June 7, 1653 (PCR 3:32) and became a
freeman on June 6, 1654 (PCR 3:48). Freeman status indicated that he was viewed as a man of good
character, owned property and now had the right to vote. William was a highway surveyor in 1656 and
a constable in 1661 (PCR 3: 100, 215).   In 1662 he and John Morton were appointed to take invoice of
all the liquor, wine, powder, shot and lead entering the colony and to inform strangers to see if they had
a pass, and was an inspector of inns and ordinaries. He was granted land in Taunton on June 3, 1662
(PCR 4:20) and was elected as a selectman of the town in 1669 and deputy in 1673 (PCR 5:19, 135).
By the time he was elected selectman, he was being referred to as Sergeant William Harlow, indicating
an active involvement in the local militia. In 1671 James Clark, Joseph Warren and he were appointed
by the court to view the damage done to the Indians by horses and hogs of the English. Harlow served
on committees as a survey of the highways and to lat out the ways and settle grants of land in the
Colony.  He also served as  a rater (assessor) including once in 1669 when he, Nathaniel Morton and
William Crowe were chosen to rate Mr. cotton, the Minister’s, salary and in 1675, was Mr. Cotton’s
first  choice to to judge the condition of his house.  Harlow also served as one of the selectman of
Plymouth from 1656 until his death in 1691. 

His first wife, Rebecca Bartlett, to whom he was married on December 20, 1649, was the  daughter of
Robert Bartlett and Mary Warren (PCR 8:8).  Together they had four children: a son William born in
October 1650 who only lived three weeks; a second son whom they named Samuel (1652-c. 1724/ 27);
a  daughter  Rebecca  (1655-1727);  and  a  second  son,  William (1657-1712).  William Harlow’s  wife
Rebecca died in 1657 and William married Mary Faunce on July 15, 1658 (PCR 8:21). Together they
also had four  children:  Mary (1669-1743);  Repentance (1660-1738);  John (1662-?);  and Nathaniel
(1664-1721).  Four days after Nathaniel’s birth, Mary Faunce died, possibly due to complications from
the delivery.   William Harlow maintained a close relationship with his neighbor Nathaniel  Morton
whose farm was adjacent to William’s to the south bordering Hobshole Brook.  He and Mary Faunce’s
last child, Nathaniel, was likely named after Nathaniel Morton. Following Mary’s death, the baby was
subsequently taken in by the Nathaniel Morton and his wife Lydia.   On April  12, 1667, Nathaniel
Morton and William Harlow had the court approve the  “letting out” of William’s son Nathaniel to
Nathaniel and Lydia Morton  “Nathaniel Morton and his wife have a desire to have a child of said Wm.
Harlow’s viz. Nathaniel Harlow, being now neare two years and a half old, the said Wm. Harlow doth
by these presents comitt his said son… to Morton and his wife…until he be of one and twenty years
“ (PCR 5: 10). It was agreed that if Nathaniel Morton died before Nathaniel Harlow was seven years
old, William Harlow would provide 10 pounds to Lydia Morton for the maintenance of Nathaniel.
William Harlow was a kinsman of Nathaniel Morton through William’s marriage to Mary Faunce,
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whose mother, patience Morton, was the sister of Nathaniel Morton, thus making Nathaniel Harlow
Nathaniel Morton’s nephew. By the time Nathaniel Harlow had joined the Morton family, his father
had remarried on January 25, 1666 to Mary Shelley of Scituate (PCR 8:26). William and Mary had five
daughters: Hannah (1666-1689); Bathsheba (1667-1696); Joanna (1669-1725); Methetabel (1672-?);
Judith (1678-1705); and one son, Benjamin (1678-?).  It is believed that sometime between 1669 and
1677, Harlow built the present-day Harlow Old Fort House and moved here with his family. William
Harlow died on August 25, 1691 at the age of 67. Upon his death, his surviving children were identified
as Samuel, William, Nathaniel and Benjamin as well as seven unnamed daughters. His third wife, Mary
Shelley, remarried to Ephraim Morton, brother of Nathaniel Morton and lieutenant of the local militia.
Ephraim Morton helped settle William Harlow’s estate and was appointed by the court to fill out the
remainder of Harlow’s term as selectman, possibly indicating that Harlow had died unexpectedly. 

Harlow’s probate inventory was filed on September 18, 1691 and is presented below:

L S d
Imprimis In his wearing apparel woolens

 and linens 08 07 00
In Arms and Ammunition 02 18 04
In Books 00 10 00
In Silver Money 02 04 10
In Housing upland meadow lands
  at Plimoth and Middleborough 110 00 00
In neat cattle, horseflesh, sheep
  and swine 24 10 00
In Bedding and Bedsteads and

              and table linnon 43 13 10
In Pewter, Bras and Iron 03 19 00
In Corn upon the ground and in
  Housing 06 01 00
In new cask and coopers stuff 03 13 00
In Cooper’s tools 02 06 00
In Mollases 01 02 00
In chests, tables, formes, chairs
   and two spinning wheels 03 04 06
In sheep’s wool, cotton wool and

               and linnon yarn 04 04 00
In cart, wheeles, plows and plow
   irons and tackle belonging to them 02 15 00
In other iron tools, pitch forks,

             how, sythes, sickles and horse poney 01 13 00
In wooden vessels and earthen

             vessels and glass bottles 00 15 03
In old lumber 00 11 09
In eight loads of fodder 04 00 00
In mow belonging to the estate 07 13 05
for plank at the saw mill 00           15           00  

Sum 234 16 00
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The estate indebted 07 01 04
Mow to Isaac Cushman              15           00  

Sum 7 16 04

Harlow's neighborhood c. 1701 is shown in the reconstructed map of the “mile and a half tract” in
Figure 6.  Harlow's  house stood just  outside of the center  of  town and was located an appreciable
distance from its neighbors.

Figure 6. The location of the Harlow Old Fort House in 1701 on the reconstructed map of the “mile and
a half tract” (Davis 1883)
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A Brief history of the Town of Plymouth

In order to appreciate the material recovered from the cellar excavations, the history and development
of the social and economical history of Plymouth had to be undertaken. Below is a brief history of the
town which was used to put the deposits in context. 

Plymouth, which was called Pawtucxet (translated as 'the place of the little falls of water') is suspected
to have been the location of a substantial Native population during the Contact Period (1524-1620).
Between the years 1605 to 1619, Plymouth Harbor was visited by several European explorers including
Samuel de Champlain (1605), Captain John Smith (1614), and Thomas Dermer (1619). Trails ran from
the community north to the Jones River and Pembroke Ponds (Court Street/ Route 3A), south to Cape
Cod (Sandwich Street and Old Sandwich Road), and west to Middleboro (Summer Street) (MHC 1981:
2).   Historic period roads ultimately followed these trails  and evolved into many of  today's  roads.
Native populations in Plymouth were focused along the coast  and the river and brook valleys (Eel
River, Hobshole Brook, Town Brook) where the most level and most fertile ground was located. While
no numbers exist for the extent of the original population, following a pandemic between 1616 and
1618 which may have resulted in up to 100% population loss in some communities, only one survivor
was  known  from  Plymouth  (Tisquantum),  although  it  is  likely  that  there  was  some  population
aggregation  among  decimated  communities.  Two  Contact  Period  sites  have  been  identified  in
Plymouth, the Sandbank Shell Midden (19-PL-71) and the Finney site (19-PL-73), both located on the
Eel River. Other suspected Contact Period sites are believed to exist at Nook Farm along Hobshole
Brook in Wellingsly.

The establishment of the Plymouth Colony in 1620 at what was once Pawtucxet, represents the first
permanent  English  settlement  in  New  England.  Plymouth  was  chosen  for  settlement  due  to  the
accommodating harbor and the fields which had been cleared by the previous inhabitants. Storehouse
and house construction began in the fall of 1620 with a total of 102 persons making up the company.
The subsequent winter saw their number cut in half by disease. They received an influx of settlers in
the  fall  of  the  following  year  and  erected  a  fort/  meetinghouse  over  the  winter.  The  population
continued to  grow throughout  the decade with 84 persons arriving in 1622 and the total  company
numbering 180 by 1624. In the winter of 1622 a palisade was erected around the entire settlement. The
inhabitants in 1624 were reported to have lived in 32 dwellings at this time. Following an exodus of
settlers to the north, south and west, the total population was 150 (MHC 1981: 6). The first meeting
house was built off of Burial Hill in 1638.  This structure was located at the head of town square.  The
first court house was built opposite the meeting house, replacing an earlier country house. Population
expansion occurred by the early 1630s to the north along present day Court/ Main streets and at Eel
River.  Plymouth's  economy focused  on  trade,  agriculture,  fishing and  livestock  production for  the
Massachusetts Bay Colony after 1630. A maize pounding mill was established on Town Brook at Alms
House Pond in 1632 by Deane. This was replaced by John Jenney with a grist mill in 1636. A fulling
mill was established on the north side of Town Brook in 1672 and a brickyard was in use to the east of
present day Pilgrim Hall. No remnant Native population existed in Plymouth center, but populations
are suspected to have lived at the Manomet/ Break Heart Hill area and at Great Herring Pond. 

The  population  rapidly  grew  during  the  Colonial  Period  (1676-1776).  This  was  especially  true
following King Philip's War when the townspeople felt more secure in their possession of the land and
had less fear of attack from the Native inhabitants. While Plymouth itself was spared the devastation
that  was inflicted on some of  the more remote towns, one house is  known to have been attacked
(merchant William Clark's house on the Eel River) and the town built a 100' square fort on Burial Hill
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in preparation for attack. Plymouth's population number 1000 persons in 1698 and by the end of the
period had risen to 2655. An expanded area of settlement and the creation of at least four settlement
nodes went along with the increased population. The West Precinct (Plympton) was established in 1695
and the Jones River Parish (Kingston) was formalized in 1717.  These two joined Plymouth Center and
the Eel River community nodes. The town's economy had a strong maritime focus at this time, being
based on whaling, fishing, coastal and international trading, and shipbuilding (MHC 1981: 11). The
construction of wharves at the foot of Cole's Hill and along the north side of Town Brook pond in 1795,
marked the beginning of the serious maritime focus of the town. 

Farming and maritime activities dominated the local economy during the Federal Period (1776-1830)
and  population  growth  was  fairly  slow.  Agricultural  communities  had  developed  at  Cedarville,
Ellisville, Vallerville and Wellingsly while Plymouth Center, Manomet and Chiltonville had a mixed
agricultural and industrial economy (MHC 1981: 13). Nathaniel Russel initiated Plymouth entry into
serious industrial development in 1807 when he constructed two iron furnaces on Town Brook (MHC
1981: 14). Russel followed in 1827 by constructing a rolling mill on Mill Pond and his total revenue
from these industries, which were all geared toward supporting his nail factories,  was $212,000.00
annually (MHC 1981:  14).  Russell  also  established,  in  1809,  a  cotton  mill,  the  Plymouth  Cotton
Company, on Town Brook eventually erecting a brick mill building in 1813 which still stands. The
Plymouth Woolen and Cotton Company was erected on the Eel River in 1813 to partake in the profits
that the British Embargo and subsequent war of 1812 generated for American industries.  By the end of
the period over 300 persons were employed in industrial activities. Other industries included a shovel
factory and a ropeworks, both on Town Brook. 

The fledging industrial activities of the previous period blossomed in the Early Industrial Period (1830-
1870) into larger  scale  works which soon competed with the original  maritime focus of  the town.
Bolstering the industrial development of this period was the establishment of the Old Colony Railroad
in 1845 with a route that ran along the coast from Plymouth Center north to Boston (MHC 1981: 16).
More industrial operations were established along the railroad's route and other established industries
moved their works to be closer to the tracks. Increased industrial activity led to increasing population
influx,  chiefly  foreign  born  individuals  from  Germany,  Italy,  and  Canada,  increasing  an  1830
population of 4758 to 6238 persons by 1870 (MHC 1981: 17). While the manufacture of nails and iron
remained  the  most  important  industries  in  the  town,  several  cotton  mills  and  cordage  works  also
employed many of the immigrants. The railroad line also boosted the production of shoes and boots,
allowing products to  be rapidly shipped north  to Boston.  Between 1845 and 1855,  the number of
shoemakers in the town rose from 20 to 442 with an annual revenue of $155,000.00 (MHC 1981: 17). 

The railroad lines were expanded in the Late Industrial Period (1870-1915) with a line established west
to Middleboro. The street car line that was constructed in the Early Industrial Period was extended to
Manomet.  Manomet  had  seen  increasing  settlement  in  the  preceding  period  and  continued  to  see
population growth in the Late Industrial. The overall population doubled again, owing to the arrival of
more foreign born immigrants to work in the mills and industries with a foreign born increase from
1022 in 1885 to 4065 in 1915 (MHC 1981: 20). The foreign born arrival composition shifted in this
period to a greater proportion of Italian and Portuguese 

The trolley lines were abandoned in the Early Modern Period (1915-1940) as roadways were improved
and automobiles became more common. The trolley line that ran along Sandwich Street was abandoned
in the 1920s and the road was designated as Route 3. Plymouth airport was constructed in the 1930s on
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South Road. The need for an airport  was a  response to a new industry that was sweeping eastern
Massachusetts-  tourism.  Plymouth's  tercentenary  celebration  in  1920  established  it  as  one  of  the
historical  places  to go on vacation.  It  occupies  a  prime location between metropolitan Boston and
vacation destination Cape Cod and the local economy responded by shifting to servicing tourist needs.
Most of the town's ironworks had closed by 1906 and the waterfront was rehabilitated in preparation
for  the  1920  celebration.  Outside  of   Plymouth  center,  cranberry,  dairy,  and  poultry  production
flourished. 
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Archaeological Investigations

The cellar below the hall  was the location of the late Dr.  James Deetz’s July 12-14 and 18, 1960
archaeological excavations (Figure 7).  While no field notes survive to

Figure 7. Location of cellar hole beneath the extant Harlow house

document the work conducted in the cellar hole, the basic parameters of the dig can be worked out
from the locations of the artifacts recovered, as recorded in the catalog of materials. Investigations in
the cellar were conducted systematically with a series of  trenches (referred to as strips in the catalog)
excavated in the center of the cellar hole and apron trenches (referred to as aprons) that may have been
excavated along the four sides of the cellar hole adjacent to the cellar hole walls. A total of four center
trenches  and  four  apron  trenches  were  excavated.   It  is  presumed  that  the  central  trenches  were
excavated first, the stratigraphy was examined in the apron trenches and then the apron trenches were
subsequently excavated. The total area of the cellar hole is 20 feet north to south by 17.5 feet east to
west. If the trenches and balks were laid out evenly across the cellar hole, the trenches and balks would
have averaged possibly five feet wide.  Excavation was conducted in six inch levels with measurements
being taken as below surface, presumably the surface of the cellar floor. Levels were recorded as 0-.
25’; .25-.5’;.5-.75’; .75-1’; two features were identified in the cellar hole, designated Feature 1 and
Feature 2. 
The aprons were excavated from the cellar floor  to nine inches below floor  surface.   Strip 1 was
excavated from the cellar floor to 15 inches below surface.  Strip 2 was excavated from the cellar floor
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to nine inches below surface. Strip 3 was excavated from the cellar floor to 12 inches below surface.
Strip 4 was excavated from the cellar floor to nine inches below surface.  

Feature 1 was identified as a pit and was encountered in Strip 3 at a depth of 0 to 2’ below surface and
Strip 2 at a depth of 1.75-2’ below surface. A concentration of faunal material was identified at 8.75”
below surface. Feature 2 was identified as a pit and was located in Strip 3 “3 feet directly opposite the
water pipe” and 1.5’ below surface. 

Research Questions

In order to better understand and direct the analysis of the material recovered from the cellar deposit,
four research questions were formulated.

1. Is there evidence that can be used to date the Harlow Old Fort house? While the house has
been traditionally dated to 1677, Harlow acquired the land earlier than this date and thus the
house may date to as early as 1667. As there is no documentary source that explicitly states
'William Harlow built this house in xxx year', the house could also date later that 1677. When
the artifacts from the cellar excavation were analyzed, temporally diagnostic pieces were looked
for to provide the earlier possible date for construction

2. Can any of the artifacts help to determine what use the cellar served? 
Cellars served a wide variety of functions in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.  They
were commonly places where liquids were stored but could also serve as storage and work
spaces for craftsmen.  An investigation of cellars and their seventeenth century context was
developed and then compared with the earliest finds from the Harlow House cellar. 

3. Can it be determined if the artifacts were the result of a gradual accumulation throughout

the life of the house or were deposited as in a single fill  episode?  Documented uses of
cellars would not support the deposition of the variety and amount of faunal and artifactual
remains in the cellar of an extant house. Faunal material attracts pests and smells and the glass
and shattered ceramics would prove to potentially be hazards for people using the cellar. It is
possible that the role of the cellar or that of refuse disposal changed as a result of household
economics or local ordinances, resulting in the use of the cellar as a convenient place to throw
ones trash versus a place to store goods. 

4. Do artifactual materials tend to clump during specific time periods and can these clumps

be associated with specific occupations of the house? By being able to associate deposits with
specific occupations, a better understanding of both the role of the cellar in the life history of
the house and the changing use of the cellar over time can be investigated. 

Cellars in Context

To understand the assemblage, one has to understand the role of the cellar in colonial America. When
we think today of what goes into making  a house a house, one of  the rooms that comes to mind is the
cellar or cellar hole  All too often when driving these days we see homes being built from the ground,
or in the case of  most homes, from below the ground, up.  Today the cellar is the place where we store
items not used in everyday life such as Christmas decorations or those old odds and ends that we just
can’t bring ourselves to throw out just yet.  It is also the location where certain specific activities often
take place such as washing and drying clothes or where the furnace is located.  While most houses in
southeastern Massachusetts today have cellars, this was not always the case and cellars were not always
used exclusively for storing things not used on a regular basis.
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In Plymouth Colony from the 1630s to the 1680s, cellars were not an invariable component of house
design.  The set of early seventeenth century English traditions that the early colonists of Plymouth
brought with them did not include an idea that every house needed a cellar.  On the contrary, it has been
found from the study of  the  inventories made upon death of people in the areas in England  from
which the early colonists originated, that the cellar was usually absent from the lists of rooms found in
these probates.  It has been shown that the cellar was a novel idea in East Anglia England, the place
where the greatest percentage of colonists originated (Cummings 1979: 29).  Abbott Lowell Cummings
study of 189 probates dating between 1633 and 1700 from mid-Essex England found that in only 10
instances  was  the  presence  of  a  cellar  noted  and  that  the  first  was  was  not  reported  until  1686
(Cummings 1979: 28).  This is in sharp contrast to Plymouth and Massachusetts Bay colony probates
from the same years (Table 2).  In Plymouth Colony, cellars occurred in 30% of the probates that were
reviewed by James and Patricia Deetz in their study of vernacular architecture (Deetz and Deetz 2001).

In  the Massachusetts  Bay Colony,  Cummings found that  fully half of the inventories  he reviewed
contained  cellars  (Cummings  1979:  30)  (Table  2).   Both  of  these  studies  reviewed  only  probate
inventories where rooms were listed.  Adding the archaeological data from sites excavated in Plymouth
Colony that are known to have had cellars but that do not have cellars listed in their probates,   the
occurrence of cellars was definitely more widespread.  It is believed that the lack of identification of
cellars in the probates does not necessarily mean that they did not exist in the period, only that they
were not distinguished by those taking probates.  

As noted earlier, the probates reviewed from mid-Essex indicated a low occurrence of cellars.  But,
what these probates lacked in cellars they made up for in specialized service rooms, specifically the
buttery and dairy or milk house.  Butteries were specialized storage areas, usually within houses, where
liquids  such as beer, wine, rum or butter were kept.  Later they became synonymous with pantries.
Unlike the buttery which was a place of storage,  dairies or milk houses were places of production
where milk was set to let cream rise to the top and butter and cheese were made.  Abbot Lowell
Cummings looked at 189 probate records from mid-Essex for the years 1635-1700. He found that the
buttery was almost invariable in its occurrence but that the dairy or milk house only occurred in about
half of the inventories (Cummings 1979:28).  The mid-Essex butteries were found to often contain
items not usually associated with butteries such as cooking and serving equipment while milk houses
were found to contain items such as powdering tubs, which were used for salting meats (Cummings
1979:28).

It would be expected that with the prominence of dairies and especially cellars in mid-Essex, then early
New England  houses should also have had butteries and dairies in relative abundance  This has not
been  found to  have  been  the  case in  either  Plymouth or  the Massachusetts  Bay Colony.   Table 2
presents  the  occurrences  noted  by  Deetz  and  Deetz  for  Plymouth  Colony  and  Cummings  for
Massachusetts Bay Colony of cellars, butteries, dairies and lean-tos.

Table  2.  Comparison  of  cellar  references  versus  other  outbuildings  in  Plymouth  and
Massachusetts Bay colony probates

Room Plymouth Colony (N=40) Massachusetts Bay (N=102)

Cellar 12/ 30% 51/ 50%

Buttery 2/ 5% 13/ 12.8%

Dairy/ Milk house 4/ 10% 5/ 4.9%

Lean-to 6/ 15% 16/ 15.6%
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It can be seen in Table 2 that both Plymouth and Massachusetts Bay colonies had moderate to high
instances of cellars, with cellars accounting for the greatest percentage of service rooms out of the four.
In Massachusetts Bay butteries appeared more than twice as often as in Plymouth Colony (12.8% vs.
5%)  while in Plymouth Colony dairies appeared almost twice as often (10% vs. 4.9%).  Both colonies
had almost the same percentage of occurrence of lean-tos.

Cummings interprets the low occurrence of butteries and dairies in Massachusetts Bay as having been
the result of these specialized service rooms having been absorbed into the larger world of the hall and
kitchen and the lean-to (Cummings 1979:29).  Eventually, this was replaced by the pantry.  He feels
that this was due to the frontier nature of New England (Cummings 1979:29). Cummings felt that the
freezing cold New England winters necessitated the need for a room where liquids could be kept cool
but above freezing.  As a result, the underground cellar was used almost immediately for this purpose.
Deetz and Deetz , on the other hand, felt that the evidence of the Plymouth inventories did not support
this interpretation.  In their study, they saw cellars as being “…invariably used to store a variety of
goods.” (Deetz and Deetz 2001). This is not exactly the case though.  The present study has concluded
that  while  cellars  in  Plymouth  Colony  did  replace  the  buttery,  the  role  of  the  dairy  was  never
completely taken over by the cellar.  In fact, we found that a number of different types of cellars were
identifiable in the probate and archaeological records.  

It  has been found from the Plymouth Archaeological Rediscovery Project’ work with the historical
documents  and archaeological  record,  that  there were several  types of  cellars present  in Plymouth
Colony at any time.  The types we have identified are as follows:

-root cellar
-buttery cellar
-buttery/ storage cellar
-storage cellar
-storage/ dairy cellar
-working cellar

These cellar types were identified by looking at the contents of the 14 cellars noted in the probate
records for the years 1643-1685. By taking the content lists and reviewing what the most common type
of item was in each case, the six cellar types were arrived at.   

Buttery: 4/ 28.6%
The buttery cellar is defined as a room where liquids are stored.  These include wine and liquor
as well as beer an cider. 

Storage: 3/ 21.4%
The storage cellar is defined as a place where a diverse array of items which all do not relate to a
specific task or tasks are stored, especially items that would not normally be together.  This would
include a presumably very large cellar of a merchant such as Barnes where a wide variety of items were
mentioned, likely inventory for his business.

Buttery/ Storage: 4/  28.6%
The buttery/ storage cellar is defined as a cellar with components of both the buttery and the storage
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cellar and probably reflecting the use of the cellar for both purposes.

Buttery/ Dairy: 1/ 7.1%
The buttery/ dairy cellar is defined as a cellar with components of both the dairy and the storage cellar
and probably reflecting the use of the cellar for both purposes

Working: 1/ 7.1%
The working cellar is defined as a cellar where all of the items present relate to one specific trade or
craft with no storage or buttery items present.

Root: 1/ 7.1%
The root cellar is defined as a cellar where the storage of root crops such as turnips, carrots, parsnips,
skirrets  and the like appears to have been the primary purpose.   Cellars such as this are generally
believed to have been small, basically too small for use as work space or to store barrels or casks etc.

The contents of the cellars looked at for this study are presented in Appendix I. Below is a tabulation of
the contents of the cellars looked at for this study (Table 3). 

Table 3. Plymouth and Massachusetts Bay Colony cellar contents.
Items Mass Bay 1633-1660 Plymouth Colony1633-1660 Plymouth Colony 1633-1685

Unknown 15

Provisions 7/  10.3% 14/ 10.4%

Cooking Equip. 6/ 8.8% 14/ 26.9% 70/ 51.9%

Meat 11/ 16.2% 2/ 1.5%

Fish 1/ 1.5%

Powdering Tubs 4/ 5.9% 1/ .7%

Drink 3/ 4.4% 3/ 2.2%

Drink Vessels 18/ 26.5% 13/ 25% 6/ 4.4%

Butter 2/ 2.9% 1/ 1.9% 4/ 3%

Dairy Vessels 9/ 13.2% 4/ 3%

Cheese 1/ .7%

Cheese Related 4/ 7.7% 1/.7%

Storage Vessels 4/ 7.7% 23/ 17%

Tools 7/ 13.4% 3/ 3%

Other Household 6/ 8.7% 9/ 17.3% 4/ 3%

Totals 68/ 100% 52/ 100% 135/ 100%

Cellar  holes also function as mnemonic historical  devices.  Anne Yentsch in her 1993 work on the
relationships between material culture and American Ideology stated that "Material culture, the core of
archaeology,  is  thus  an  active  agent  through  which  a  people's  mytho-history  is  held  and  told  to
succeeding  generations."  (Yentsch  1993:5).  Included  within  the  category of  oral  history would be
houses and sites that were believed to be ones connected with the mytho-history of the town or country.
In Yentsch's words: "... oral tradition indisputably embodies folk history. If legends about old houses
are an expression of American mythology, then encoded within them is ethnographic information on
social  values  and  folk  ideas  about  kinship,  community  identity,  society,  history,  culture,  and
nature....'form a moral system and a cosmology as well as a history,' embodying a set of folk beliefs
expressing social ideas and values and situating people within society."( Yentsch 1993:5). Cellar holes,
not  usually  ones  associated  with  standing  structures  but  ones  which  the  local  population  have
connected tenuously with a certain historical personage- that depression in the field, that's where so and
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so, the famous such and such lived- is familiar proclamation, although no one had ever conducted the
research  to  accurately  identify  it  as  so  and  so's  house.  Many  archaeological  sites  in  and  around
Plymouth were originally identified due to the presence of the depression associated with a partially
filled cellar hole and “cellar hole archaeology” has long been the process through which historic sites
have been initially identified. 

A few of the seventeenth century sites that have had cellar holes associated with them are   tabulated
below (Table 4), along with the dimensions, depths and possible types of cellars they represent. As can
be seen, earlier cellars were small while later cellars were generally larger, likely reflecting changing
uses or economic class associated with the owners. 

Table 4. Plymouth colony cellar holes.
Site Name Width and Length  Depth Cellar Type

Alden (c.1630-1670s) 6.5' square 6’ Root/ Storage

Clark/ RM (c. 1630-1676) 4 x 6’ 6’ Root/ Storage

Cushnoc (c. 1628-1670s) 7 x 7’ 2-2 ½’ Root/ Storage

Howland (c. 1660-1680s) 6 x 17’ 2 ½’ Buttery

Wellfleet Tavern (c. 1670s- c. 1720s) 8 x 10’ 5’ Storage/ Buttery

Allerton/ Cushman (c. 1650s-1700) 11’ 5’ Storage/ Buttery

Harlow (c. 1670-present) 20 x 17.5’ 5’ Buttery

Bartlett (c. 1675-1730) 7 x 10’ 4-5’ Storage/ Buttery

Bradford (c. 1670s to 1730s) 10 x 10’ 5-6’ Storage Buttery

In review, the cellar was used as a place to store non-perishable goods much as it is today while at the
same time, colonists used cellars as placed to store food, drink and as a work space.  By looking at the
artifacts recovered from the Harlow cellar, it was hoped that the use of the cellar by the Harlow family
can be arrived at.   The following report  on the archaeological  materials  recovered from the cellar
summarizes all the work that has been done on the collection to date.  The bulk of the collection is
made up of  ceramics  and faunal  remains.  As  a  result,  these  two classes  form a  good deal  of  the
following discussion, but clay tobacco pipes and glass artifacts are also discussed. 

Artifact Analysis

Clay Tobacco pipes

Clay tobacco pipes are, to the archaeologist, two things, one of the most commonly occurring objects
on colonial sites and easily dated by their makers marks and bowl styles.  The stem bores of tobacco
pipes gradually became smaller over the centuries since they were first produced in England.  The
stems of the pipes were slowly lengthened over time and as a result the bore of the stems became
smaller.  The stems from the 1580-1620 period are predominantly of a 9/64" bore while those of 1650-
1680 
are predominantly of a 7/64" bore. J.C. Harrington (1954) discovered this reduction sequence when he
worked with clay pipes from Jamestown in the 1950s and it has been 
refined over the years: 

      9/64"  1580-1620
      8/64"  1620-1650
      7/64"  1650-1680
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      6/64"  1680-1710
      5/64"  1710-1750
      4/64"  1750-1800

This dating by stem bores was initially believed to be the answer to the problem of dating sites. This
theory in decreasing stem size was based on the fact that pipe stem lengths were of an increasingly
longer length over time. This resulted in a smaller stem bore as the length increased. Of course, dating
artifacts is never as easy as Harrington and Binford (1962) felt that it could be. In reality, the dates for
the different pipe stem bores represent the specific periods of greatest popularity for those sizes, so
there is a degree of over lap with all of these sizes. When the 7/64" were in their greatest popularity,
there were still 8/64" being made, and later in their period of popularity there were 6/64" being made.
For example,  Noël  Hume   shows a  chart  on which  he estimates  the percentages  of  production at
different time periods for different bore diameters:  

Date range 9/64" 8/64" 7/64" 6/64" 5/64" 4/64"
1620-1650 20% 59% 21%
1650-1680 25% 57% 18%
1680-1710 16% 72% 12%
1710-1750 15% 72% 13%
1750-1800 3% 20% 74%

These percentages all represent the popularity of the sizes at the median date of production. In the early
years of the different size's production there would have been a greater percentage of the earlier sizes
bores.  As one moves through the production period the earlier sizes would be phased out and the next
smaller size would begin towards the middle to end of the period, moving into the next period. But one
can assume that there was never any regularity to the production outputs by various producers in the
different times for the different bores. 

Bearing in mind the imprecision of stem bores as an absolute dating tool, what can be accomplished
using these stem bores is  to see when the range of  activity at  the site occurred.   Sites with small
percentages of 9/64" stems, large percentages of 8/64" stems and a small percentage of 7/64" stems can
be assumed to have their maximum period of occupation between the 1620 to 1650 period. Different
features on the site can also be looked at individually to see if the percentage of stem bores within them
varies between them. If a palisade trench has a greater percentage of 8/64" stems than a cellar hole that
has more 7/64" stems, then possibly the palisade was filled before the cellar. This needs to be compared
with the other artifacts to see if it support that hypothesis. 
Another method that can be used to help to date a site is the establishment of median dates. By taking
the median dates for each of the pipe stem bores, multiplying this by the number of fragments of each
bore, adding all of the resultant answers together and finally dividing them by the total  number of
measurable fragments, the median date of occupation at the site can be hypothesized. This will result in
a median date based on the assumption of pipe makers strictly adhering to the changes in pipe length in
a given period. 

Median dates such as these do help somewhat when attempting to determine if  the site dates to a
specific possible owner's period of occupation. For example, if one believes that the site is that of a
farmer who the documents say lived at his home from 1645-1695, the median occupation date of the
site based on the documents is 1670. If one looks at the pipe stems and uses the formula and the median
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date is 1740, then the researcher becomes suspicious of the plausibility of the site being that specific
farmer's house. Of course, a good archaeologist is not merely going to look only at the clay pipes to
interpret or date a site, they will look at all the artifacts from the site and then be more confident in
assigning a specific site to a specific occupant.     

The bowl styles which would date to this period are outlined by Noël Hume (1970: 302).  The styles
from England have been studied extensively by Adrian Oswald in his monumental work on the Bristol
pipe makers (Oswald 1975).  The pipe bowls from this period would be characterized by a diminutive
size, but not as small as those from the 1580-1620 period.  Their bowls tilt forward away from the
smoker and they usually have rather larger heels which are the portions of the bowls on the underside.
Later bowls became larger and the heels shrunk until late in the seventeenth century they sometimes
have disappeared altogether.  The clay pipes from a site dating from 1627-1635 would be expected to
be composed of large bored stems mainly of the 8/64" variety and small sized bowls similar to those
shown in Noël Hume's work. Using his work, the various bowls and many bowl fragments found at a
site can be used to support or refute the chronology of the site or features based on the stem bore
diameters. In it most basic sense, clay pipe bowl sizes increased throughout the seventeenth century.
Along with the increased bowl size went a change in shape.  The earliest  bowls are small bulbous
"belly" bowls with relatively narrow bowl openings. Over time the bowls remained bulbous but the
grew larger and the diameter of their bowl openings increased.

Tobacco pipes can also bear maker marks in the form of a specific symbol used by a specific maker or
the actual  maker’s name on the bowl or stem. Along with these makers'  marks,  certain styles  that
appear to indicative of specific countries of origin

The fragments of clay pipe stems from the Harlow Old Fort House cellar are strongly biased towards
the small stem bores, particularly to the 5/64" bores (N=40/ 78.4%) as compared to the second most
common type, 6/64" (N=7/ 13.7%) with a few 4/64” bore stems as well (2/ 7.8%). This apparent bias
towards the pipes dating to the 1710-1750 period is somewhat reflected in the pipe bowls. The few
maker's marks found on some of the stems support this date range although because nineteenth century
pipes tended to also be 5/64-4/64” some caution must be exercised when dating this assemblage only
on the stem bores.

The pipe stem appeared to possibly be temporally distributed throughout the cellar fill, as can be seen
in Table 5.  The more recent pipe bores, the 5/64” and 4/64” appear closer 

Table 5 . Distribution of Pipe Bowl Fragments.
Type 1
 1730-1760

Type 2 
1680-1710

Type 3 
1730-1760

Type 4 
1680-1710

0-.5’ 5

.5-.75’ 8 1 1

.75-1’ 1

1-1.25’

Features

to the surface, from 0-.5’ below surface while the older 6/64” stems appear deeper, from .5-.75’.   Pipe
stem fragments from all three sizes do appear throughout the cellar fill as well, but it appears that there
is a degree of temporal stratigraphy present in the cellar.  It  is also interesting to note that the two
features, Feature 1 and Feature 2 (2 possible pits) only contained the more recent 5/64” stems.  If the
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cellar was a completely mixed deposit as George believed, then one should expect to find a random
distribution of pipe stems throughout the fill and in any features.  As this does not appear to be the case,
then it can be reasoned that stratigraphy is present. 

Four types of pipe bowls were recovered from the cellar.  Type 1 is represented by three pipes with a
heelless bowl marked with an unidentifiable maker’s mark on the right side in circle.  This mark may
be the same as Type 2, which was made by Robert Tippett.  The style of the bowl is diagnostic of the
1730-1760 period (Oswald P. 41 # 27).  Fragments of this type of pipe were recovered with stem bores
of 4/64” (N=2) and 5/64” (N=1).   As can be seen in Table 5, these fragments were predominantly
recovered from .5-.75’ below the surface.

Type 2 is a large heeled large belly bowl dating from 1680-1710 (Oswald P. 39 #9).  The mark on the
right side of the bowl identifies the maker as Robert Tippett of Bristol who was one of several in a
string of Robert  Tippetts  making pipes from  1678-1723).  It  appears that  the three Robert  Tippets
recorded  for  the  period  of  1678-1723  may  have  had  different  marks  but  as  of  yet  noone  has
distinguished them. Judging from the bowl style of this pipe, the Harlow Old Fort House example
probably date from 1680-1710.  This example was recovered at 1’ below the surface of the cellar and
has a bore of 5/64”. 

Type 3 is a possible heelless bowl similar to Type 1 of a style that dates from 1730-1760. The maker's
mark on this bowl consists of RT impressed on back of bowl and R./TIPP/ ET in a circle raised on the
right side.  This mark may date slightly later than Type 2's based on the bowl shape but it appears to
have been made by one of the Robert Tippetts.  This bowl fragment was recovered from  .5-.75’ from
the present floor of the cellar.

Type 4 is a heelless funnel shaped bowl. that dates from 1680-1710.  This bowl fragment was recovered
from  .5-.75’ below the present floor of the cellar. 

The collection of pipes from the Harlow Old Fort House cellar shows that the debris in the cellar was
deposited from the initial time of the building of the house in 1677 to at least 1730 and in all likelihood
probably until approximately 1800 based on the abundance of 4 and 5/64” stems in the upper levels.
This will be the hypothesis tested by looking at the ceramic and glass classes of materials.  The other
hypothesis is that there was debris accumulation from 1677 to approximately 1750 and then again post
1800 with non pipe materials except for the occasional stem fragment. This would account for the 5
and 4/64" stems as well as the marked bowls and would explain the lack on late eighteenth century and
nineteenth century bowl fragments.

Based  on  the  clay  pipe  stem  and  bowl  fragments  that  were  recovered,  the  maximum  period  of
deposition in the cellar was between approximately 1750 to 1760 with a slightly lower occurrence
between 1680 an 1710. The earlier evidence would be associated with occupation of the house by
Samuel  Harlow  (1692-1728)  while  the  eighteenth  century  occupation  was  during  the  tenancy  of
William and John Harlow (1728-1765) just before or possibly just after the house passed out of the
Harlow  family's  hands.  The  absence  of  any  nineteenth  century  pipe  bowl  fragments  supports  an
eighteenth century date one episode of deposition in the cellar. 

PAL's testing recovered six pipe stem fragments, five bearing 5/64” and one with a 4/64” stem bore.
This limited distribution correlates well with those recovered during Deetz's excavations. 
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Ceramics

There are three general classes that ceramics fall within, being distinguished by the amount of time that
they have  spent  in  the  kiln  and  the  firing temperature.   These are  earthenewares,  stonewares  and
porcelain with each being higher fired and thus more water resistant. Earthenwares can be characterizes
as  being  a  ceramic  class  composed  of  glacial  or  alluvial  clays  that  have  been  fired  in  a  kiln  at
temperatures not exceeding 1200 degrees Celsius.  Before the firing, the body may be, but was not
always, covered with a powdered or later, a liquid lead oxide glaze.  This glaze fused to the body and
created a waterproof, glass like surface. 

Different  paste textures,  decorative techniques,  and glazes  produced different  types of earthenware
identified  by the  distinctions:  redware;  tin-enameled;  slipware;  North  Devon  gravel  tempered  and
gravel free wares, slipware, and refined earthenwares such as creamware, pearlware, whiteware and
ironstone.  Some of these varieties have distinct temporal ranges, while others continued in production
virtually unchanged for centuries. 

Earthenware

Redware

Redware is the largest and most commonly occurring type of earthenware encountered on European
Colonial sites. Redware itself has not received a great deal of careful and scholarly work to tightly date
them.  Apart from Laura Watkins' paramount work and Sarah Turnbaugh's 1985 treatise on the subject,
there has not been much follow up work done to continue the scholarship. As a result, while redware
makes up the greatest percentage of the assemblages looked at, they can not be closely dated, and must
be given limited weight to the amount they can contribute to the identification of an early seventeenth
century site.  What can be said about them relates primarily to their glaze colors.  

Studying  the  English  ceramic  traditions  which  formed  the  precedent  for  colonial  potters  work,
Turnbaugh  identified  12  redware  traditions  in  England  which  she  felt  were  perpetuated  by  New
England potters (Turnbaugh 1985:216-217).  Her date ranges for wares made in England date from ca.
1200 to 1795, and those in New England from ca. 1650 to 1815.  Unfortunately Turnbaugh's work
suffers from several  serious drawbacks.   English and Colonial  wares are virtually indistinguishable
from each other, unless one performs complex trace mineral tests to determine the source location of
the clays used.  As a result,  unless one knows that  the redwares present at  a site are definitely of
colonial manufacture, they can not be used to reliably date a site.  Turnbaugh also sets beginning date
of manufacture for the colonial potters much too late.  She herself notes that potters were established in
Charlestown Massachusetts by 1635 and it is known that potters were at work in Virginia by 1622 at
the latest (Turnbaugh 1985:209).  I feel that, unless the date range for the habitation of a site has been
set prior to the use of Turnbaugh's dates, they can not be considered a reliable means of identifying a
site as dating to the early or late seventeenth century when no other artifacts are present.

Tin-enameled 

Tin-enameled wares (also called tin-glazed, or delftware) were produced in Spain, France, Portugal,
Holland and England.  At present it seems that wares from England comprise the vast majority of these
wares found on early seventeenth Tin-enameled wares are semi-soft bodied earthenwares which were
decorated with blue, orange, green and yellow painted glaze and were covered with a tin glaze or a lead
glaze with tin added.  This gave a white glaze to the vessel reminiscent of oriental porcelain, which
they appear to have imitated.
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Slipware

Slipwares  are  ceramics  with  an  earthenware  base  and  coated  with  a  yellow  lead  glaze  which  is
decorated  with  brown trailed  or  combed decoration.  This  ceramic  type  was  produced  first  by the
Romans but  became popular  during the reign of  Charles  I  (1630-1685).  Slipware produced in  the
Staffordshire  region  of  England  were  exported  to  the  North  American  colonies  from  the  late
seventeenth century until the American Revolution (c.1675-1775). It is a thin, buff-bodied was coated
with slips and decorated with trailed, combed and marbled designs. By the late seventeenth century,
exported slipware was generally used by less affluent classes of society (poor to middle class) as well
as in taverns and as a general rule, finely executed decorated examples date earlier than more coarsely
decorated ones. Vessel forms included drinking vessels (cups, tygs, mugs, posset pots, puzzle jugs) and
dishes/  plates,  as  well  as  a  wide  variety  of  other  forms  that  are  less  commonly  recovered
archaeologically (bowls, drug jars, honey pots, teapots, jugs, candlesticks, chamber pots) (Noël Hume
1970) 

North Devon Gravel Tempered

North  Devon  Gravel  Tempered  Ware  was  produced  in  the  North  Devon region  of  England.  It  is
identified by its  heavy gravel  temper (15-30% of the paste)  and its  thick,  compact  paste  which is
generally red to pink in color, often with a grey core. Vessels are often glazed with an apple green to
mottled yellow-green lead glaze. Vessels of a wide variety of forms were produced including milk pans
and butter pots, which are the most common form recovered archaeologically.   It was produced from
the early seventeenth century into the nineteenth century,  but commonly appears on North American
sites in the third quarter of the seventeenth. It disappears from American sites c. 1750 to 1750. North
Devon merchants from  Bideford and Barnstaple succeeded in making this ware the most common
utilitarian and dining wares in many areas of Britain and the New World. North Devon wares were
eventually eclipsed by Buckley-type earthenwares in the eighteenth century. 

Creamware

While English folk and Colonial settlers were content to use redwares for their utilitarian needs, there
was always a market for “white wares”, beginning with the importation of Oriental porcelain.  But
porcelain was expensive and the availability was limited, which lead to the development of tin-glazed
soft-bodied delft wares which copied the motifs and forms of the more expensive porcelains. By the
middle eighteenth century, the English’s quest for a less expensive light-glazed ware similar to Chinese
porcelain was brought one step closer by Josiah Wedgewood’s perfection of Creamware in 1762 (Noel
Hume 1970:125).  This ceramic type was not pure white, but had a light to deep yellow tint to the glaze
and pooled green in the crevices of the vessels.  Creamware was produced until 1820 and was generally
replaced by a whiter “pearlware” that began production in the late 18th century. Early Creamware had a
deep yellow tint which, by 1775, was refined to a lighter yellow by the use of kaolin clays in the
manufacturing process. Decoration on Creamware was limited to some molding, and hand painting and
transfer printing to a much smaller degree. Miller and Hunter (1990) summarized Creamware edge
treatments thus:

1750-1775   Molded Whieldonware
1766-1790   Queen's ware
1766-1820   Royal Pattern
1765-1790   Feather edge
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Pearlware

Pearlware is said to be the most common type of ceramic encountered on early 19th century sites (Noël
Hume 1970:130).  Whereas when the glaze of creamware pooled green in the crevices of the foot ring
on the bottoms of vessels, pearlware pooled blue.  Pearlware was used on a wide variety of forms from
chamberpots  to  eggcups  but  it  is  most  frequently  encountered  in  the  form of  plates  and  saucers
decorated with blue or green shell edging around their interior rims.  Decoration on Pearlware also took
the form of cup and mugs decorated with annular bands on the exterior.  These “annular wares” were
produced from approximately 1795-1815 (Noël Hume 1970:131). 

Decorative techniques used on Pearlware, and eventually Whiteware, are more temporally sensitive
than the wares themselves. Blue or green shell edge-decorated wares first appear in Wedgewood's 1775
and Leeds' 1783 pattern books and became one of the standard products of the Staffordshire potteries in
the nineteenth century. This is believed to be due to the fact that they are the least expensive decorative
table ware available (Miller and Hunter 1990). Initially both green and blue were used on the edges, but
by 1840 green-edged had become rare with blue shell-edged remaining in production until the 1860s.
By the later part of the nineteenth century the production of shell-edged wares had discontinued but
blue-edging, edging that was just blue but that lacked the earlier molded edging, continued until the
1890s. Miller and Hunter summarized the production of blue and green edging in 1990:

1780-1810 Rocco Style, irregular scalloped rim and undecorated center
1800-1840 Evenly scalloped Shell Edge
1820-1840 Embossed Edge
1840-1870 Unscalloped Shell Edge with impressed pattern
1850-1890 Unscalloped and unmolded Shell Edge

Pearlware, and later whiteware, were also decorated by hand-painting.  Two general types were used:
thin-lined and broad-lined (Price 1979).  Prior to 1835 polychrome hand-painted designs were executed
in mustard yellow, mocha brown and burnt orange, but after 1835 brighter colors such as grass green,
golden yellow, red and powder blue were used. The singular use of blue painted designs, intended to
mimic porcelain designs, occurred on earthenware from 1775-1840 and was eventually replaced by
transfer printing by 1815. After 1820 until approximately 1830, blue floral designs were executed with
a bolder stroke and are easily distinguished from the earlier technique. 

Whiteware

Pearlware was replaced in approximately 1820 by a very white refined earthenware commonly called
whiteware.  Whiteware continues to be produced today. Plain, undecorated whiteware was produced
throughout the century,  starting after 1820 and was considered the cheapest version of this type of
whiteware.   Blue and black florals covering most of the decorated surface predominated on hand-
painted whitewares in the first quarter of the nineteenth century.  Slightly later, a finer sprig pattern in
either monochromatic or polychromatic forms was produced until around 1890 with polychromes more
popular, but less common, from 1830 to 1850 (Miller 1987). Blue edging, similar in execution and
design to that used on pearlware, continued on whitewares most commonly with unscalloped unmolded
or impressed rims, overall much simpler than the earlier pearlware versions. 

Transfer printing was the decorative technique that replaced hand-painting after the 1830s (Table 6).
This technique was first used in 1797 with the first colors being blue, black and sepia and was followed
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by red, yellow in 1848 and then brown and green in 1852 (Miller 1965). The earliest patterns were
Chinese until 1805 when the development of copper plate engraving allowed the creation of finer lines
and more variation in color tone.  After 1830 the quality of design and color intensity declined and
multicolor  underglazing was developed in 1848. Color  is  considered the most  temporally sensitive
property  of  this  decorative  technique.  The  following  table  (compiled  by  Stelle:2001)  outlines  the
temporal changes in transfer printing in the nineteenth century (as described by Miller 1987, Esary
1982, Sonderman 1979, and McCorvie 1987):

Table 6. Transfer-printing color date ranges and periods of maximum popularity.

Type Date Range Maximum Popularity

Dark Blue 1820-1860 1820-1830

Light Blue 1826-1831 1827-1828

Blue and Painted 1840-1860

Red 1829-1850 1829-1839

Brown 1829-1850 1829-1839

Green 1829-1850 1829-1839

Black 1830-1850

Purple 1829-1860 1829-1839

Purple and Painted 1840-1860

Gray and Painted 1840-1860

Red and Green 1832-1838

Scenic Flow Blue or Black 1840-1860 1840-1849

Flowery Flow 1870-1879

Ironstone

Ironstone  is  a  high-fired  earthenware  that  approaches,  but  never  quite  reaches  the  hardness  of
stonewares.   Ironstone  was  developed  to  compete  with  the  whiteware  market.   With  the  final
development of thin whiteware, the thicker ironstone was relegated to products such as plates, pitchers
and bowls, chamber pots and other heavy utilitarian wares. Ironstone was first introduced by Charles
Mason of Staffordshire, England in 1813 and was shipped to American markets by 1842.  Ironstone
was decorated in the same ways as Whiteware.  Additionally it was often left plain or molded with
leaves, ribs, or flowers.  Plain wares were produced for the entire time span of Ironstone production,
whereas molded ironstone with sharp angles, and hexagonal or octagonal body forms were popular
from the 1840s through the 1880s.  After 1860 embossed plant elements became popular and in the
1860s and 1870s, luster decorated “tea leaf” patterns were popular (Kovel 1973). 

Rockingham

Rockingham or Bennington-glaze yellowware has a thick brown, mottled glaze and a molded body and
was most popular in America from 1840 to 1900. Rockingham was first produced by English potters in
the Swinton District after 1788 with teapots being the most common form (Spargo 1926:170). By 1830,
English potters had immigrated to American and began producing a larger variety of this type of ware.
The center  of  production was Bennington,  Vermont.   From 1847 through 1865 the most  common
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technique for applying the glaze was by spattering it on with a paddle, the result being that no two
pieces appear the same.

Stoneware

Stoneware can be described as a ceramic type that is made of alluvial or glacial clays which is fired in a
kiln at temperatures of 1200 to 1400 degrees Celsius.  Firing the clays at these temperatures produces a
dense, vitrified, waterproof body of a gray, brown or buff color.  Vessels were often glazed by throwing
handfuls of salt into the kiln at the peak of firing.  This imparted a salt glaze, giving the exterior surface
a waterproof glaze with an orange peel like texture.  

Stoneware products often took the form of heavy, utilitarian objects such as mugs, jugs, crocks, churns,
pitchers, inkwells and oil lamps. Four general types of surface treatments can be present on stoneware:
Unglazed/Plain, Salt-Glazed, Albany-Slipped and Bristol. Unglazed stoneware is considered relatively
rare (Stelle 2001).  Salt glazing was commonly used in all periods of production and was often used in
combination with Albany Slip, with salt glazing generally being less popular after the 1860s (Zilmer
1987:35). Albany Slip is described as a hard, chocolate brown glaze produced by natural clays found in
the Albany region of New York (Stelle 2001). Bristol glaze consists of a white to off-white hard and
glossy glaze often used in combination with Albany slip on the exterior of “whiskey” jugs before 1920,
but also was used on jars and crocks.  It was common after 1890.

German Gray Stoneware

Germany is well known for having a long tradition of producing mugs and jugs beginning as early as
the 14th century.  The most common type of German stoneware recovered from 18th to 19th century
archaeological sites comes from the Westerwald region.  These were most commonly made in the form
of jugs that were decorated with cobalt blue and a salt glaze on a gray stoneware body.  Over time the
finely executed decorations and lines on Westerwald vessels became degraded, much in the same way
that  other  ceramic decorations deteriorated.   By the late  seventeenth and especially the eighteenth
century, they were distinctly debased.

White Salt-Glazed Stoneware

While Germany was the best known stoneware producer in the 17th and 18th centuries, other countries,
especially England, began to try their hand at this craft as well.  The most important development in
England’s stoneware industry was the perfection in 1720 of a thin bodied white salt-glazed stoneware.
This ware became common tableware by the middle 18th century and soon took away much of the trade
from the tin-enameled producers (Noël Hume 1970:115). Common shapes included plates with molded
rim decorations and cup and saucers with a scratch blue decoration.    This later decorative technique
became popular in the mid 18th century, especially in the third quarter. 

English Brown Stoneware

The  English  stoneware  type  that  truly  kicked  off  Britain’s  entry  into  the  stoneware  market  was
produced by John Dwight of Fulham England in 1671.  It is believed that Dwight was modeling his
stoneware on the products of Germany’s Rhineland and his best known products were small drinking
mugs with reeded necks (Noël Hume 1970:112).  Ceramics of this type of brown English stoneware
continued to be made in England and America until circa 1775.  

Nottingham Stoneware

Another potter began his own variety of stoneware in England in the late seventeenth century.   James
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Morley, who was sued in 1685 by Dwight, began making a  smooth brown stoneware with a glossy
surface in the form of mugs, bowls, pitchers and double handled loving cups (Noël Hume 1970:114).
While these wares were made initially in Nottingham, they were also produced throughout the 18th

century in Burslem and other locations in Staffordshire and Derbyshire as well as Swinton in Yorkshire
(Noël Hume 1970:114).  products of Nottingham are readily identifiable by a thin white to gray line
separating the body and the glaze.

Porcelain

Porcelain is  the final  class  of ceramic.   Porcelains are ceramics that  have been fired to such high
temperatures, over 1400 degrees Celsius,  that they vitrify or become glass like.   Ceramics of this type
were produced in China as early as 1000 B.C..  It was not until 1708/ 09 that a porcelain industry was
developed in Europe (Turnbaugh 1985:19).  In lieu of the scarcity and high price of Chinese porcelains,
many  potters  began  experimenting  with  other  ceramic  type,  such  as  tin-enameled,  creamware,
pearlware  and  white-salt-glazed  stoneware,  that  mimicked  porcelains  whiteness  and  decorative
elements. 

Ceramics in Plymouth Colony

In  an  attempt  to  move  beyond  mere  description  when  reporting  ceramic  occurrences  from
archaeological  excavations  (e.g.  "15 pieces  of  creamware,  4  pieces  of  pearlware and one piece of
ironstone were recovered")  to an explanation of why they occurred,  Dr.  James Deetz formulated a
series of propositions regarding the use and distribution of ceramics in Plymouth Colony between the
years  1620 and  1835 (Deetz  1972).  Deetz's  propositions  were  based on ceramics  recovered  from
numerous excavations he directed while at Plimoth Plantation in the 1950s to late 1960s. He stressed
the relationship between behavior and its material products and how the acquisition, use and ultimate
disposal of artifacts such as ceramics, all resulted from certain aspects of the lifeways of their owners
(Deetz 1972: 15). Deetz's propositions were as follows:

1) Ceramics are a functional component of a cultural system
2) Three successive cultural systems were operative in New England in the period 1620-
     1835
3) In all three cultural systems the presence of ceramics is a function of four factors:
    availability, need, function, and social status
4) Ceramics in Plymouth will exhibit a threefold division in time, corresponding to the
     three successive cultural systems in operation in New England (1620-1660, 1660-
     1760, 1760-1835), and within each time period there will be greater internal
      consistency than between time periods.
5) The pattern of ceramic use for the first period will reflect ceramic usage of the Stuart
  yeomen  foodways  subsystem  as  well  as  that  of  the  first  settlers  of  Plymouth.   
6) Ceramics of the second period will show differences in terms of use and type, 
  reflecting  divergences  from  the  parent  culture.  They  will  also  exhibit  strong   
     conservative tendencies in stylistic and functional trends.
7) Ceramics of the third period will show a greater homogeneity and will reflect a more
    structured pattern of use than those of the earlier period 1760-1835 shows major shift
     in pottery types
8) There will be a marked increase in the rate of change in ceramic types during the third
     period, and domestically produced ceramics will decrease in relative quantity.
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The colonists who settled in Plymouth arrived with the baggage of their medieval heritage and their
Stuart yeoman ways. They were not totally representative but were basically less prosperous Stuart
yeomen and husbandmen. They were conservative, potentially self-sufficient, and greatly influenced by
religious attitudes.   This way of life continued relatively unchanged and unchallenged for nearly a
generation until the Puritan Revolution in the 1640s led to dramatic reduction in emigration.  This lead
to  depressed economic conditions, shortages of imported goods and a cultural isolation that led to a
slow but steady divergence from the earlier yeomen lifeways. 

The century between 1660 and 1760 saw the isolated New Englanders develop a distinctive Anglo-
American folk culture that was different from the English culture in the motherland. After 1760 and
until  1835,  American  culture  was impacted  by the  emergence of  a  Georgian  tradition,  which  was
Deetz's third period. 

The Georgian tradition was characterized by symmetrical cognitive structures, homogeneity in material
culture, progressive and innovative world view, and an insistence on order and balance that permeates
all  aspects  of  life  and  contrasted  sharply  with  earlier  medieval  tradition  (Deetz  1972:  18).  This
Georgian  tradition  was  truly  the  first  popular  culture  in  America  and  served  to  dissolve  regional
boundaries and reanglicized the American culture. 

Three general  groups of ceramics were identified by Deetz as having been excavated in Plymouth
Colony:
Group 1 Fine imported wares
            Frenchen stoneware, scraffito, delftware, marbled slipware, trailed slipware,
            mottled ware, agateware, Wheildon type wares, Jackfield type  wares,  porcelains,

creamware, pearlware
Group 2 coarse imported, undecorated wares
            Borderware, North Devon gravel-tempered wares, undecorated redwares
Group 3 Coarse domestic redware
            undecorated and later slip-painted and trailed types 

Deetz's first period (1620-1660) was characterized by a low occurrence/ minimal need for ceramics
within the Stuart yeoman foodways system. Wares that occur during this period were limited to Group
1 Frenchen stonewares,  Group 2 Borderwares and undecorated redwares.  Ceramics were limited to
their use in dairying and as drinking vessels. 

Deetz's second period (1660-1760) saw a marked increase in the occurrence of fine imported ceramics
of  Group  1(delftware,  combed  slipware,  Westerwald  stoneware  predominantly,   supplemented  by
supplemented by mottled ware, dipped white stoneware, north Devonshire scraffito ware), a decrease in
Group 2 Borderwares with a concomitant  increase in North Devon Gravel  Tempered wares,  and a
growing increase in the use of Group 3 domestically produced redwares. Ceramics were still used for
dairying, but by  1650 there was a marked  shift in balance of power from the clergy to the merchants at
which was  indicative of growing trend toward secularization of certain aspects of the growing aspects
of culture (Deetz 1972: 27).  Supplies were arriving in renewed quantities  after the 1660 Restoration,
and a greater variety of European ceramics being used in the colonies is not surprising. Another change
was the increasing reliance on ceramics as flatwares,  dishes and plates,  versus their earlier  use as
hollowares 
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Finally, the third period was characterized by a complete replacement of all the earlier types by the
developing English refined earthenwares- creamware and then pearlware. The Georgian world view
was of a more orderly relationship between man and his artifacts could account for it as well possibly
creating a situation where there was now  one plate, one cup, and one chamberpot relationship per
person.  Ceramic  usage  now conformed more  closely to  conform more  closely to  our  21st century
concepts of the place of ceramics in culture (Deetz 1972: 32). 

Recovered Ceramics

From the excavations in the Harlow Old Fort House cellar , 232 fragments from  a minimum of  95
vessels were recovered  (Table 7).

Table 7. Minimum Number of Ceramic Vessels Recovered.                       
Slipware 4 1670-1795
North Devon Gravel tempered 1 1675-1775
English brown stoneware 2 1690-1775
Grey Stoneware 2 1700-1775
Nottingham 2 1700-1810
White Salt-Glazed stoneware 14 1720-1805
Creamware 11 1762-1820
Blue/green edged pearlware 3 1780-1830
Annular pearlware 3 1790-1820
Transfer-printed pearlware 3 1795-1840
Flow Blue ironstone 1 1813-1900
Ironstone 2 1813-1900
Hand Painted Pearlware 2 1820-1840
Pearlware 7 1820-1840
Willow pattern whiteware 1 1820-1900+
Whiteware 8 1820-1900+
Rockingham 1 1850-1900+
Redware 25 17th-19th centuries
Tin-glazed 1 17th-18th centuries
Porcelain                                                   2             18  th  -19  th   centuries  
Total             95 vessels

Looking at Table 8, it is apparent that the ceramics do not appear to have any temporal stratigraphic
separation within the cellar.  Basically the assemblage is more or less mixed with most of the ceramic
types occurring within the top foot of the cellar fill.

Table 8.  Ceramic sherd distribution by depth.
Depth Floor 0-.5’ 5-.75’ .75-1’ 1-1.25’ Fea. 1

0-.5’
Fea 1 
.5-1’

Fea 1
1.25-1.5’

Fea. 1
1.5-2’

Slipware 1 2 1

Gray
Stoneware

1 1

White
Stoneware

7 5 1 2 1

Creamware 22 17 3 1 1 7 1 2
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Pearlware 1 21 5 1 7 1 8 4

Ironstone 3 3

Whiteware 4 2 5 6

Tin-glazed 2

Porcelain 3

Redware 17 39 2 5 1 5 3 6 1

Ceramics also appear mixed within Feature 1, indicating a recent date for the creation of this small pit.
When the pit was excavated, the fill that went back into it was of the same composition as that taken
out and this was of the same composition as the surrounding matrix. 

Grossly, the ceramics from the cellar can be placed in one of three temporal groupings: 

-Period 1: Late seventeenth to third quarter of the eighteenth century (Harlow occupation,
      particularly the William and John Harlow [1728-1765] period)
-Period 2: Nineteenth century before approximately 1830 (Joseph Doten occupation

 [1795-1822])
-Period 3: Nineteenth century after 1850 (Lemuel Stephens occupation [1822-1883+])

The ceramic types associated with these periods are as follows:
Period 1: Slipware (MNI: 4), North Devon Gravel tempered (MNI: 1), English brown

stoneware (MNI: 2), Grey Stoneware (MNI: 2), Nottingham (MNI: 2), White
Salt-Glazed stoneware (MNI: 14), Creamware (MNI: 11)

Period 2: Blue/green edged pearlware (MNI 3), Annular pearlware (MNI: 3), Transfer-
printed pearlware (MNI: 3), Flow Blue ironstone (MNI: 1), Ironstone (MNI: 2),
Hand Painted Pearlware (MNI: 2), Pearlware (MNI: 7), Willow pattern whiteware
(MNI: 1), Whiteware (MNI: 8)

Period 3: Rockingham (MNI: 1)

The periods identified above correlate well with Deetz's findings from elsewhere in Plymouth Colony-
a  wide  variety  of  imported  wares  for  the  period  1660  to  1760  with  a  subsequent  overwhelming
preponderance  of  English  refined  earthenware  from the  late  eighteenth  to  the  first  quarter  of  the
nineteenth century. 

A wide variety of ceramic types and forms were found in the Harlow cellar. Two vessels which were
not related to food service or preparation are not included in the above table.  These are two unglazed
redware flowerpots.  Present in this collection are 14 different types of ceramics from the three classes
(earthenware, stoneware and porcelain).  These 14 types represent a fairly complete series chronicling
the evolution of the ceramic industry in Europe from the late 17th  to the middle of the 19th century.  All
of the major types of ceramics that were developed in England in their quest for a cheaper substitute for
Chinese porcelain are represented here.  

Chronologically these are tin-enameled, white salt glazed stoneware, creamware, pearlware, whiteware,
ironstone and true porcelain.  Occurring at the same time as these more refined ceramics are several
types  that  existed not because  of  their  decorative style  or price  but  more just  for  their  utility and
usefulness.  These include slipware, North Devon gravel tempered ware and redware.  Also present in
the  assemblage  are  several  stoneware  varieties,  including  the  white  salt  glazed  stoneware,  that
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chronicle England’s attempts at producing stoneware that could replace that which they were trading
with Germany.   These include  German gray stoneware,  English brown stoneware and Nottingham
stoneware. 

As can be seen, the bulk of the ceramics recovered came from England with only one other  type
arriving  from elsewhere  in  Europe  (German grey stoneware).  It  is  not  known for  sure  where  the
redwares were produced as both England and America had potters producing virtually identical and
indistinguishable (except through clay trace element analysis) wares by the 18th century. Some of the
whitewares and ironstone may also have been produced in America but it is not possible at the present
time to distinguish them either.  Only one type of ceramic recovered was a known product of the New
World, this was the Rockingham earthenware teapot.  The fact that the vast majority of the ceramic
types came from England indicates that this assemblage originated before approximately 1850.  By this
time, redware production in New England was fading fast as new potteries in Ohio and elsewhere were
producing cheap American ceramics for the American market.  These include some ironstones, some
whitewares,  yellowware  and  distinctive  American  stoneware.  None  of  the  ceramics  that  are  very
distinguishable as being American products, such as Albany slipped stoneware and most yellowware,
are present.  This indicates that the assemblage from the cellar may date to before these types became
fairly ubiquitous in the archaeological assemblage, after 1850.  Although it may very well be a case that
either the occupants of the house did not choose to buy these ceramic types or that any broken ceramics
of these types just happened, through unpredictable human idiosyncratic behavior, not to have been
deposited here.

The forms of vessels present in the assemblage is also informative.  The distribution of forms shows a
definite difference in which types of ceramics were used for different activities relating to food.  This is
clearly visible in Tables 9 and 10.

Table 9: Vessel forms represented.
Plate Saucer Cup Mug Teapot Bowl Pot Jug Chamber

Pot
Milk
pan

Period 1

Slipware 3 1

Creamware 9 1

Brown
Stone

2

Grey Stone 1 1

Nottingham 2

White stone 11 1 1

Period 2

Pearlware 6 4 5

Whiteware 3 4 1

Ironstone 2

Period 3

Rocking 1

Unknown

Period

Redware 5 7 1 4 6

Tin-enam. 1

Porcelain 1 1

Total 34 9 2 11 2 9 7 1 4 6
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Table 10. Ceramic occurrence by use classes
Ceramic Type Dairying Serving Liquid Serving Solid Hygiene Decorative

Slipware 1 3

Creamware 2 9

Pearlware 12 6

Whiteware 6 3

Tin-enam. 1

Rockingham 1

N. Devon 1

Redware 13 6 4 2

Ironstone 1 2

Brown Stoneware 2

Grey Stoneware 2

Nottingham 2

White Stoneware 3 11

Porcelain 2

14/ 14.7% 41/ 43.2% 34/ 35.8% 4/ 4.2% 2/ 2.1%

The dairying class of ceramic vessel forms included butter pots and milkpans.  Butter pots were used to
hold butter after it had been churned and milkpans were used to let milk settle after it was collected so
that the cream, which was used to make butter, could rise to the top and be skimmed off.  The presence
of these vessels in the cellar indicates either that the cellar was being used to process milk into butter
and possibly cheese, that these vessels were being stored here and subsequently broke or that these
vessels  were deposited at  the same time as  the animal  bones and as a  result  represent  trash from
elsewhere redeposited here.  It is unknown at the present time how much dairying individual families
were doing in the late eighteenth to nineteenth century here in downtown Plymouth.

The serving class included vessels that  were used for serving both liquids and solids.   Vessels for
serving liquids included one pitcher, cups, bowls and mugs  Vessels for serving solids included just
plates.  No platters or dishes were identified.  Among the serving vessels were several matching saucers
and cups and two teapots of various types of ceramics.  These vessels represent tea services.  Serving
tea became popular  among the upper  class  in  the late  seventeenth century in England and gained
popularity in the eighteenth century in New England.  By the nineteenth century, tea drinking and tea
sets were no longer signs of social status but more just common items in persons homes.  Status though
tea sets in the nineteenth century was demonstrated through the use of finer ceramics such as porcelain
over the plainer and less expensive ones such as whiteware and pearlware.  

The  hygiene  class  is  represented  by  redware  chamber  pots.   These  types  of  vessels  are  often
encountered archaeologically and redware is a very common material for them.

The decoration class is represented by two redware flowerpots.  Flowerpots were common ceramic
forms made out of low fired redware in the eighteenth century to today.   Noël Hume  states that is hard
to date flowerpots due their simple utility of form (1970).   The essential form of the flowerpot,  a
truncated cone, has remained virtually unchanged throughout the years.  Differences are to be seen in
the manner in which the rims are finished and their manufacturing techniques.  The pots from the
Harlow cellar appear to be of a form common to the nineteenth to twentieth centuries.
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As a whole, the ceramic class does much to help us to understand the use of the Harlow cellar.  The
types of vessels datable to the late  seventeenth to eighteenth century,  indicates that  the cellar was
probably used for storage as their seems to be an abundance of serving vessels.  Unfortunately, it is
unclear just when the redwares date. There has been little work done to develop means to separate
redware vessels temporally as a milk pan from the late seventeenth century looks very similar to one
from the nineteenth.  The presence of pots and milk pans in the assemblage may indicate that these
vessels, especially the pots, were used in the cellar to store liquids and butter.  It is unlikely, but not
impossible, that milk was settled here and butter churned due to the somewhat shallow nature of the
cellar.  There is a bulkhead on the cellar, so the inhabitants of the house obviously intended to enter the
cellar on a regular basis possibly to set pans of milk for settling, but more likely to store liquids and
materials not being regularly, or being seasonally, used. 

PAL testing recovered fragments of many of the same types of vessels as were recovered from the
cellar hole.  These included tin-enameled  (one floral decorated cup), creamware (one rim sherd and
one handle for a small cup), pearlware (one blue hand-painted bowl, one polychrome decorated bowl,
two  blue-edged  plates,  one  green-edged  plate,  transfer-printed  sherds,  and  one  tea  cup  handle),
whiteware (hand-painted, and blue and brown  transfer printed sherds), ironstone (two molded sherds,
one  flow blue  decorated  sherd  and  one  sherd  with  two gold  lines  on  the  exterior),  redware  (one
Jackfield sherd,  one flowerpot sherd and one sherd bearing an olive brown glaze),  stoneware (one
white  salt-glazed  stoneware  vessel  foot  ring,  one  English  brown vessel  rim,  and  two sherds  with
Albany slips), and porcelain (one molded handle and one small dish possible doll tea set dish sherd).
The similarity between the cellar assemblages and PAL's more general house area assemblage indicates
that it is highly probable that the material from the cellar originated on the property, either as secondary
fill during the restoration or as a primary fill into the cellar during the occupation of the house. The lack
of any late seventeenth to early eighteenth artifacts from PAL's testing may indicate differences in
refuse disposal during different periods of the site's occupation- earlier material may have been carted
away from the site to be deposited with other household refuse on fields while during later periods it
may have been piled in the cellar or yard. The recovery of earlier material in the cellar supports a late
seventeenth century construction date for the house and indicates active use of the space for liquid
storage versus more general storage. 

Glass

Fragments from at least 20 glass vessels were recovered from the cellar.  These vessels range in date
from possibly the late seventeenth century (the case bottle, one wine glass and one wine bottle) to the
eighteenth   and  into  the  nineteenth.   It  appears  that  three  vessels  were  deposited  between  the
seventeenth and eighteenth century, four in the eighteenth century, 11 in the nineteenth to twentieth,
one definitely in the twentieth and one melted vessel from an unknown period (Table 11). 

Table 11. Glass Vessels from the Harlow Cellar.
Vessel # Fragments Vessel Type Date

1 435, 439, 465 case bottle 17-18th

2 435 wine bottle 1730-1750

3 435, 567, 614, 619  wine bottle c 1698

4 439, 56(x), 596, xxx          wine bottle c 1713

5 435, 453, 489    thin bottle green 19 th?

6 453, (2)511, 567 thin pharm. 17-18th

7 614   clear pharm. 18th

8 585                                    clear melted
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9 460,  534,  497, 567,  556,  489,  (14)560,  (3)596,  474,
435, 567, 526

dark olive wine       19th

10 483                                   clear wine glass 1690-1710

11 567                                   aqua patent late 19th

12 560                                   aqua flask late 19th

13 560                                   aqua patent late 19th

14 light green wine 19th-20th

15 (6)560, 567                      light aqua Mason jar 19th

16 435 clear drinking 19-20th

17 439                                  very thin 19 th?

18 453                                  milk glass 19th-20th

19 522, 582                          aqua ink 19th

20 556                                  clear glass 20th

other patinated sherds: 439, 560, 567

The vessel forms represented may be related to the use of the cellar in different periods (Table 112).  In
the seventeenth to eighteenth century, the presence of wine bottles and 

Table 12: Glass Vessels
17th-18th 19th 19-20th 20th Unknown

Case Bottle 1

Wine Bottle 3 2

Drinking Vessel 1

Pharmaceutical 2

Patent Med. 3

Ink 1

Mason Jar 1 1

Unidentified 2 1 1 1

Total 7 9 2 1 1

pharmaceutical  bottles may be related to the use of the cellar  to  store wine and old bottles.   The
nineteenth to twentieth century vessels appear to represent only two wine bottle, but several patent
medicine bottles, a Mason jar (which may be related to the use of the cellar to store preserved foods) an
ink bottle, a drinking glass and fragments of unknown vessel shapes.

The  case  bottle  is  the  oldest  vessel  form  represented  in  the  cellar  deposit.   Case  bottles  were
manufactured by blowing molten glass into a mold.  This resulted in their characteristic shape of  a
square bottles with a flat base, short neck and everted lip.  These bottles were commonly transported
and stored in boxes, or cases, with individual compartments for each bottle.  The cases or cellars as
they were called,  commonly carried a dozen bottles and are fairly common in seventeenth century
Plymouth Colony probates.  They were in use in the early seventeenth century and continued to be used
into the eighteenth.

In the middle of the seventeenth century, hand-blown globular wine bottles with long necks and rims
made with a string of glass appeared.  It is not known why this type of bottle came into common usage
and eventually dominated the wine bottle market.  It may be that pushed up base of the bottle was felt
to help settle out the “wine sludge” that settles in the bottom of casks.  Alternately, there may have been
a change in consumer tastes in the middle of the century that led to a preference for this shape on the
dinner table.  People may have felt that the round shape was more appealing to the eye and as  a result
people began to prefer to have this shape as opposed to the square case bottle.  Another reason may
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have been the relative fragility of the case bottle.  The square, relatively thin sides of th case bottle lent
themselves to breakage by accidentally knocking them against things.  Globular wine bottle on the
other hand were much thicker and hence more resistant to breakage.

For whatever reason, globular wine bottles eventually, by the late eighteenth century, came to dominate
the market and case bottles became relegated to specialty products such as gin.  Ivor Noël Hume  has
produced a serration or bottle shape evolution for wine bottles found on British colonial sites (Noel
Hume 1970).  Looking at his series, it was determined that the bottles from the Harlow Old Fort House
cellar dated to the late seventeenth, eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. 

The remaining types of vessels recovered, the pharmaceutical bottles, patent medicine, Mason Jar and
drinking glasses, were dated using a variety of reference materials.  

Recovered glassware supports the three period division indicated by the clay pipes and ceramics, but it
also adds a late nineteenth century to twentieth century period.  The cellar appears to have been used
for the storage of wines and spirits and during the late nineteenth to twentieth century was also used for
food storage, as evidenced by the Mason jar.

It appears that the cellar was used in the late seventeenth to eighteenth centuries as a storage place for
liquids such as wine and possibly harder distilled spirits such as aqua vitae.  The wine probably was
stored in casks in the cellar and was decanted into bottles to be brought upstairs to be used on the table.
At the same time, pharmaceuticals, or at least empty bottles were possibly stored in the cellar and one
wine glass was either stored here, thrown here as trash or perhaps hidden here by a guilty child who
accidentally broke one of his or her family’s antique glasses.

In the nineteenth century, wine may have continued to be stored and decanted from here, but more
commonly it was purchased either in the bottle from a retailer in town, or was filled by the owner of the
local tavern or ordinary. 

One other class of glass was present in the cellar assemblage.   This was flat  glass,  probably from
windows but also possibly from lanterns, mirrors or other items utilizing flat glass.  Sixty-six pieces
were recovered from the cellar.   It is probable that these pieces may have arrived in the cellar in place
in old windows and were subsequently broken.  It is not possible at the present time to date any of the
glass  very  accurately,  but  the  presence  of  patination  on  some  and  not  on  others  suggests  it  was
deposited in both the eighteenth, nineteenth and possibly the twentieth centuries.

From the clay pipes,  the ceramics  and the bottle  glass,  it  would appear  that  there were two main
depositions of material within the cellar hole  The first, supported by all three data classes, was during
the late seventeenth to early eighteenth century, possibly following William Harlow's death in 1691.
The second was during the middle of the nineteenth century when a descendant of William Harlow was
living in the house.  

Faunal Remains

The animals consumed at the Harlow Old Fort House likely came from three sources: either they were
raised on the farm; they were hunted,  trapped or caught;  or they were purchased at  the market  in
downtown Plymouth.  James  Thatcher  in  1835 noted  that  “Our  provision  market  affords  an ample
supply of various substantials, the conveniences , and the luxuries of life, such as beef, pork, mutton,
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poultry, and sometimes venison. At our fish market we have cod, haddock, halibut, mackerel, bass,
tautog, lobsters, eels, alewives, and clams. Should anyone complain for want of a dinner, he must be
chargeable with inexcusable indolence, and probably with intemperance.” (Thatcher 1972: 337). 

Shellfish

Five species of shellfish were recovered from the cellar deposits with soft shell clams making up the
majority of the remains (Table 13). Shellfish were not plentiful in the 

Table 13. Shellfish recovered from the Harlow cellar.
# SSC in SSC out SSC Frag Spis in Spis out Quahog Other

455 11 6 11 1 1 olive

471 5 3 3

482 1 1 1 1 scallop

485 7

486 6 9 3

500 3 7 5

507 1 1 1

524 1

532 1 6

554 1

561 2 1 2 spis. fr

568 2

582 5 10 11 1 1

602 2

Total 37 40 48 1 3 1 1,1,2

cellar,  but their presence, as well as that of the bones, indicates a disposal of refuse versus a gradual
accumulation of wares broken during use in the cellar over a long period of time. The shellfish, like the
faunal remains, are assumed to date to the early nineteenth century of the house. 

Shellfish Species

Soft Shell Clam (MIN: 40)

Soft-shelled clams (Mya arenaria) represent the most common bivalve recovered from the site.  This
species lives in sandy, sandy-mud or sandy clay substrates of bays and inlets intertidally to depths of up
to 30 feet, generally preferring stiff sands and mud. They prefer a near shore habitat in an estuarine
environment where salinity changes  from 10-25 parts  per thousand occur although they do need a
salinity of at least 4-5 parts per thousand (Abraham 1986: 18). Soft-shell clams average from 7-150
millimeters long with most of them being under 100 millimeters and adults can number from six to
eight per square foot, burrowing up to 30 centimeters into the sand (Abraham 1986: 18).  Predators
include the moon snail, the oyster drill and the blue crab (Abraham 1986:18).

Northern Quahog (MNI: 1)

The Northern Quahog (Mercenaria mercenaria) is one of the most common shellfish remains from
archaeological sites. Quahogs are found within sheltered bays and estuaries with a salinity of at least 10
parts per thousand, preferring to live in a sandy firm bottom that can provide attachment points for its
young. This large bivalve has a dark purple “eye” one inner edge of each shell, and as the quahogs
grows and the shell thickens, so too does the eye. Quahogs can attain a maximum length of 4 ¼ inches
long (Amos 1986:402).
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Bay Scallop (MNI: 1)

The Bay Scallop (Argopectans  irradians)  is  usually found in  bays  which  are protected  from high
winds, storms and tides, especially in estuarine environments.  The bays must have eelgrass, as this
provides a base on which the young anchor themselves until old enough to swim. The adults live in
water from .3 to 10 meters deep and usually remain within a fairly confined area during the 20-26
months of their lives (Fay 1983: 17). By the time they are 26 months old, they have achieved a length
of 55 to 90 millimeters, growing at a rate of approximately 3.8 to 4.5 millimeters per month (Fay 1983:
17).  Unfortunately, the rate of growth varies by the time of year, with the maximum period of growth
occurring in the middle of summer, so it can not be used to seasonally age the scallops at the site (Fay
1983: 17).  Scallops are preyed upon by blue and green crabs and the oyster drill (Fay 1983: 17). 

Surf Clam (MNI: 1)

Surf clams (Spisula solidissima) live buried in coarse to fine sand from the intertidal areas to deep
water.  They are a large species, growing up to an exceeding 20 cm in length,  and empty shells often
are found on beaches. They are a sweet tasting clam and have been long used by people living in
Plymouth, where they are readily available. 

Olive (MNI: 1)

Olive shells (Olive Sayana) are commonly found from North Carolina to Florida.  The presence of the
olive shell in the collection may be indicative of Plymouth's southern coastal trading in the nineteenth
century. 

In the Harlow Old Fort House assemblage it is clear that soft shell clams make up the bulk of the
shellfish remains deposited within the cellar.  These shellfish were available in Plymouth Harbor and
especially on the mud flats in Duxbury.  Surf clams, the second most commonly occurring species in
the assemblage is also available in Plymouth Harbor where they wash up after storms or could be
gathered in moderately deep water.  

The other species present could also be gathered in the harbor.  It was surprising not to find any blue
mussels (Mytilus edulis) in the assemblage. These shellfish are very common in the harbor and easy to
gather at low tide.  It is possible that they were not a preferred shellfish in the period.

All of the shellfish remains may have been deposited in the cellar as the result of one event.  Forty
clams, three surf clams and one each of the quahog, scallop and olivella, would not amount to much of
a meal for a family.   

Animal Bones

Bones of at least 24 individual animals from 12 species were recovered from the Harlow Old Fort
House cellar (Table 14).  Of these 12 species, at least 4 (cattle, sheep and pig) represent 

Table 14. Species represented

Species NISP% MNI/%

Bos taurus 69/ 11.9% 3/ 13%
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Large Mammal 28/ 4.8%

Ovis aries 160/ 27.5% 4/ 17.4%

Sus scrofa 67/ 11.5% 2/ 8.7%

Medium
Mammal

86/ 14.8%

Rat 17/ 2.9% 3/ 13%

Skunk 2/ .3% 1/ 4.3%

Raccoon 4/ .7% 1/ 4.3%

Chicken 65/ 11.2% 3/ 13%

Duck 24/ 4.1% 3/ 13%

Goose 16/ 2.8% 2/ 8.7%

Turkey 8/ 1.4% 1/ 4.3%

Unidentified 1/ .2% 1/ 4.3%

Bird 24/ 4.1%

Cod 9/ 1.6% 1/ 4.3%

Fish 4/ .7%

Totals 582/ 440 23/ 100%

definite domesticated species while three (duck, goose and turkey) represent species that either were
likely domestic fowl, but may also have been hunted.  Along with the domestic species, four species are
present that are wild (skunk, rat, raccoon, cod) and one other unidentified bird species may be wild.
Except for the cod and perhaps the unidentified bird, these wild species probably were not  consumed
by the occupants of the house.  

Wild Mammals

The rat definitely was not consumed and is a commensal species.  Commensal species are those that
live with people and may accidentally enter the archaeological record by happening to die at a site or be
killed by the inhabitants and thrown into refuse area.   The raccoon and skunk may also have just
happened to die in the cellar and the unidentified bird may have been carried in by a cat.  There is the
possibility that, because only a few elements from these species’ skeletons are present, that they may
have been consumed.  Usually, commensal species are represented in assemblages by rather complete
skeletons due to the fact that they usually die and are deposited into the archaeological record whole
since they are not food species.  the occurrence of only parts of the raccoon and skunk may mean that
they were consumed in the household and only parts were thrown into the cellar.

Norway or “brown” rats are believed to have initially arrived with Hessian troops hired by the British
in 1776 (Whitaker 1998:518). Remains of rats were recovered from 0-1’ below the surface of the cellar
with 13 of the 17 fragments being found in the top six inches of the fill.  Two fragments were recovered
from Feature 1.  The remains of the three individuals recovered from the cellar  are indicative of a
common problem in Plymouth during the eighteenth to nineteenth centuries.  The rats,  through not
specifically the Norway rat, appear to have been a problem in the town since 1739 when a bounty of
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three pence per head was placed on them (RTP 1739:331).  These rats probably fed on either grain and
cereal crops stored in the cellar or may have lived in the cellar and fed on foods in the house proper.
Rats are known to create extensive tunnels in the dirt and this may account for some of the mixing of
materials in the cellar. Gnaw marks from rats were noted on a number of mammal bones (see below).  

Raccoons grow to be 23-37” long  and the females often seek protected places such as large hollow
trees, culverts, caves, and under porches to make nests.  Raccoons prefer to live near fresh water where,
as one of its characteristic actions, it washes its food to remove rocks and dirt..  It is not uncommon to
encounter raccoons in semi-urban settings such as Plymouth and the tibia, femur and vertebra from the
cellar may be from a young individual seeking refuge and subsequently dying.  Of the four fragments
recovered, three were found in strip 3 at 0-.5’ below surface with the remaining fragment coming from
Feature 1 .5-1’ below surface.  The fact that they were all recovered close together indicates that they
probably came from  a commensal and not food species.

Skunks can attain sizes between 20 and 31” and prefer woodlands and suburbs.  Skunks create dens in
any hollow places and do prefer to live beneath buildings.  The skunk remains, a mandible and ulna,
were recovered in close proximity to each other horizontally but one came from 1.25-1.5’ deep in
Feature 1 and the other was recovered from .25-.5’ below the surface.  

It appears from the remains of the skunk, the rats and the raccoon, that the cellar was accessible to wild
animals in the town and support the idea that the cellar eventually was not used for anything other than
waste disposal. They most likely entered through the bulkhead located on the south side of the house.
The skunk and the raccoon may have been consumed by the inhabitants, although neither show any
butchery marks on their surfaces. They may have been processed in such a way that resulted in the lack
of marks.  Cut marks also could have occurred on the missing bones from the individuals. 

The presence of both the skunk and raccoon remains may indicate that the cellar ceased to function as a
space in the household that was frequently used.  Subsequently,  wild fauna such as the skunk and
raccoon could have used the area as a den.  Possibly with the raccoon living there first with the skunk
then moving into the old burrow, as is their habit. Further evidence to support the notion that at some
point the cellar ceased to be an active space in the household can be found in the additional faunal
remains recovered.  For remains such as the fairly abundant bones of butchered and consumed cattle,
pigs, sheep and birds to be deposited within the cellar, indicates that people were not regularly using
the space and then decided to throw trash into it in approximately the 1820s.

David Landon published an extensive study of faunal remains from rural versus urban archaeological
sites  in  and  around  Boston,  Massachusetts  (Landon  1996).   Landon  used  collections  from  four
historical  sites  in  Massachusetts  which  spanned  the  years  1630  to  1825:   the  Winslow  Site  in
Marshfield  (1650-1700),  the Paddy's  Alley/  Cross Street  (late 17th to early nineteenth century),  the
Wilkinson  Backlot  site   (1650-1825),  and  the  Spencer-Pierce-Little  site  (late  eighteenth  century)
(Landon 1996: 19-28). 

Landon's  analysis  focused  on  differences  in  rural  versus  urban  assemblages  in  terms  of  butchery
patterns,  ages and seasons of slaughter and how these differences reflected how fauna were raised,
butchered and  consumed in and around Boston. Landon focused more on broader patterns of urban
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supply and distributions versus the ethnicity and socioeconomic examinations commonly carried out
with faunal remains (Landon 1996: 2). 

The amount of meat consumed by occupants of a site has been found to be reflective of the relative
wealth of the occupants of the site (Landon 1996: 1). Unfortunately, the amount of preserved (boneless)
meat consumed at a site can not be controlled for though.  This has been determined to be a potential
source of difficulty in interpreting the amount of meat consumed by the occupants of a site (Landon
1996: 2). The high occurrence of faunal remains in the Harlow Old Fort House cellar is probably a
reflection of the occupants middle class status.  It is interpreted that that the assemblage came not from
single purchases of whole or almost whole animals, but from smaller purchases of cuts of meat with
those purchases spread during at least two periods of  occupations of the house.  It  is possible that
salted meat without bones was consumed at the site.  Meat such as sausages, potted meat, bacon, and
jerked beef could have been consumed and left not traces in the archaeological record. Bone-in meats
appear to have served a minor role in the foodways of the site, possibly being limited to the occasional,
special occasion purchase for roasting and a subsequent use of the bones for stews or soups. 

In  terms of  body part  representation,  Landon found that  the taphonomic history of  an assemblage
influenced the pattern of body part representation in the assemblage. Taphonomically, the assemblages
from the Harlow Old Fort House cellar showed a moderate to high  amount of  post-use damage-
canine chewing and rodent gnawing were present.  

The  evidence  of  butchery  and  consumption  marks  on  the  faunal  remains  indicate  the  occupants
purchased their meat cuts versus raising their own animals.  Similar elements showed similar butchery
evidence  between  species.  Sawing  is  presumed to  have  been  used  by the  professional  butcher  to
subdivide the larger carcass into salable parts, representing primary, secondary butchery.  These parts
were then further subdivided by chopping, into more manageable sized pieces for roasting or boiling,
which represents tertiary butchery. The occurrence of chop versus saw marks in the three assemblages
may indicate that the post-deposition assemblage was subject to a greater degree of post-professional
butchery subdivision than the occupation or abandonment assemblages. The paucity of cut marks on
the elements indicates a likely preference for boiled versus roasted meats. Boiling bone-in meat would
relieve the bone of its meat while adding all the fats and grease present in the meat and bone into the
stew, broth or soup. As the meat is removed from the bone by means of boiling, there would be a lack
of marks caused by knives on the bones. 

Landon found in his analysis that the largest (the trunk, consisting of the scapula, ribs, vertebrae, and
pelvis) and meatiest elements of the body (humerus, and femur) logically had the highest percentage of
butchery evidence (Landon 1996: 61). Saw marks were found to show an increase in frequency of
occurrence over time in all of the urban and rural assemblages studied, rising to 75% by the end of the
nineteenth  century.   Landon  interpreted  this  as  coinciding  with  the  rise  in  the  production  of
standardized and discrete cuts of meat that characterized the butchering industry by the end of the
nineteenth century and continues today (Landon 1996: 65).  The butchery marks present on the Harlow
Old Fort House cellar bone are all represented by examples from Landon's work as well: chopping of
the mandible to remove the tongue and jowl meat; lateral splitting of the vertebral column representing
initial subdivision of the carcass and further subdivision into cuts; the subdivision of the scapula to
create steaks or roasts; finer scale subdivision of the humerus again into cuts; horizontal sawing of ribs
to produce slabs; sawing of the pelvis with the proximal end of the femur possibly articulated as one
cut;  and the subdivision of  the tibia  and its  possible  articulation with  the  distal  end  of  the femur
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(Landon 1996 68-95).  

Excavations  in  the  early  1970s  in  downtown  Plymouth  by  Plimoth  Plantation  on  the  lot  located
between Main and School streets (C-13A site), encountered three privies that were filled between 1790
and 1835.  Faunal remains from this site indicate a possible shift in the use of domestic species over
time. Cattle use remained constant but the use of swine showed a continuous and steady decline in the
popularity with an inverse rise in the popularity of sheep (Anonymous 1974). The shift from swine to
sheep was interpreted as possibly being a result of the gradual deforestation in the Plymouth area with
the result being a shift in husbandry approaches to grazing versus foraging species. 

Domestic Mammals

Cattle

Ninety-eight fragments of cattle bones representing a minimum of three individuals were recovered
from the cellar.  The three individuals present were aged  under 18 months, under 2 ½ years, and over 3
½ years.  Essentially there was at least one and possibly 2 calves and one older individual consumed in
the household. After comparing and including age of eruption for the tooth recovered, it can be stated
that there was one individual from 7-18 months, one 18-24 months and one 36-48 months.

The consumers in the Harlow Old Fort House in the early to middle nineteenth century ate meat from
one calf, possibly veal; one young cattle of the ideal under 2 years old maximum meat time; and 1 older
cattle, possibly a cow over three years who was no longer producing.  Joann Bowen in 1994 concluded
an in depth study of Chesapeake versus Plymouth Colony foodways and found that this was a common
pattern in the eighteenth to nineteenth centuries (Bowen 1994:157).  Looking at Bowen’s 1994 work,
this would indicate that either the inhabitants of the house were practicing a livestock management
program consistent with a combination dairying and beef production or that they were purchasing meat
from a market that was providing such.  Dairying practices lead to a selling of young bull calves for
veal and of older cows not producing milk whereas beef production sees few veal calves and more
animals being killed at the prime age of slaughter, 18-24 months (Bowen 1994:26).

The cattle skeletal elements present in the assemblage seem to indicate that the consumers in the house
were purchasing their meat cuts rather than raising their own cattle and slaughtering them.  As can be
seen in Table 15, only one element from a cattle head was recovered, while there were numerous thorax
or main body fragments and less lower leg elements.  Table 13 compares the percentage of recovered
elements with the expected percentages of elements in a complete cattle carcass.  

Table 15: Number of Individual Specimens Present (NISP) and Number of Individual Elements Present
(NIEP) for Cattle

Element NISP NIEP

Maxilla 0/ 0 0/ 0

Mandible 0/ 0 0/ 0

Teeth 1/ 1.4% 1/ 1.8%

Cranial 0/ 0 0/ 0

Cervical Vertebra 0/ 0 0/ 0

Thoracic Vertebra 3/ 4.2% 3/  5.3%

Lumbar Vertebra 2/ 2.8% 2/ 3.6%

Sacrum 0/ 0 0/ 0
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Caudal Vertebra 0/ 0 0/ 0

Ribs 27/ 28% 27/  48.2%

Scapula 2/ 2.8% 2/ 3.6%

Humerus 3/ 4.2% 3/ 5.3%

Ulna 1/ 1.4% 1/ 1.8%

Radius 2/ 2.8% 1/ 1.8%

Carpal 1/ 1.4% 1/ 1.8%

Metacarpal 3/ 4.2% 1/ 1.8%

Pelvis 7/ 9.9% 1/ 1.8%

Femur 6/ 8.5% 4/

Patella 1/ 1.4% 1/ 1.8%

Tibia 7/ 9.9% 3/ 5.3%

Fibula 0/ 0 0/ 0

Tarsal 0/ 0 0/ 0

Metatarsal 0/ 0 0/ 0

Phalanges 5/ 7% 5/ 8.9%

Total 71/ 100% 56/ 100%

The lower occurrence of  elements such as the head and feet and the high incidence of body elements
indicates that the consumers in the household either disposed of the less meaty elements such as the
head and feet  elsewhere,  or  that  these elements were not as  commonly purchased.  Unfortunately,
because the entire property owned by the Harlows has not been excavated, only the cellar associated
with the house, we can not be sure if the missing elements are present somewhere else close by.  We
can not assume that the cellar assemblage represents one or several complete deposition episodes or if
it is merely part of one or several larger ones. 

In any case, it appears that by what is represented in the cellar, the household in circa 1840 preferred
the best cuts of beef, those coming from the main body and upper limbs (vertebra, humerus, femur,
scapula, pelvis). Some of the lower limb cuts were present in approximately half the amounts as the
high quality cuts.

The occurrence of cattle remains indicates that the inhabitants of the Harlow Old Fort House in circa
1840 enjoyed a moderate to slightly high standard of living.  They were able to afford a range of cattle
ages from calf (possibly veal) to beef and possibly older/ senile cow.  They distribution of elements
recovered indicates that either they raised their own cattle, that they selected a wide range of elements
ranging from the occasional head (possibly for head cheese or tongue) to the higher value and meatier
body elements to the lower limbs (possibly neats foot).  

Many of the cattle bones recovered showed evidence of either butchery or scavenger modification
(Table 16) (Figure 8).  Butchery modification was represented by cutting, 

Table 16. Bone modifications (N=71).

Species Gnawing Chewing Cutting Chopping Sawing None

Bos taurus 18/ 25.4% 2/ 2.8% 3/ 4.2% 18/ 25.4% 9/ 12.7% 21/ 29.6%
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chopping and sawing.  Chopping and sawing represent the initial division of the carcass into two halves
along the head to tail midline and subsequent segmenting of these halves into cuts.  Cut marks, by their
location  on  the  skeleton,   may represent  either  the  cutting  through of  the  tendons,  ligaments  and
muscles at junction points such as the knee, elbow, shoulder and pelvis during segmentation of the
halves, or may result from the subsequent consumption of the cuts of meat.  Generally, cut marks occur
throughout the history of people eating meat and the same can be said with chop marks, but sawing
only came into widespread use in the late eighteenth to nineteenth centuries, although it is known to
have  had  limited  application  during  the  middle  to  late  seventeenth  century.   The  presence  of  an
appreciable number of saw marks on bones indicates that the animal was   
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Figure 8. Cattle butchery marks represented in C-07 sample
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likely butchered during the nineteenth to twentieth centuries.  Unfortunately, the absence of saw marks
does not mean that the animal was not butchered at this time.  Until the modern day there was wide
variation in butchery practices depending on the individual butcher and the animal being butchered. 

The cut marks on the cattle bones were located at the distal end of one humerus (N=1), on the side of
the shaft of the ulna (N=2), on the anterior surface of two ribs (N=4) and on the interior of one pelvis
fragment  near  the  acetabulum  (N=4).   These  cuts  marks  are  indicative  of  both  dismemberment
(humerus and pelvis) and consumption (ulna and ribs).The dismemberment cuts probably resulted from
the severing of ligaments and tendons at the end of the humerus and at the junction of the femur to the
pelvis.  The consumption cuts indicate that cattle meat was probably roasted and then cut from the bone
as well as boiled. Boiling tends to leave few cut marks because the meat falls off the bones.  Cut marks,
while not always indicative of roasting as they may result from the boning of meat for roasting or
powdering, do indicate roasting when they are located on the anterior surface of ribs.

The gnaw and chew marks on the bones were done by two different classes of animals.  Gnaw marks
are the result of rodents gnawing bones to reduce their incisor tooth size and gain nutrients from the
bones.  As rodent incisors continue to grow throughout their lives, they must continually gnaw objects
such as bones to wear their teeth down.  the gnaw marks on the cattle bones appear to have been made
by small rodents such as rats and possibly squirrels. Chew marks are evidence of carnivore activity at a
site.  Cats, skunks, dogs, foxes and coyotes often chew bones to digest the upper and lower ends where
nutrients are concentrated.  The chew marks in the assemblage appear to be from small carnivores such
as skunks or cats and not large ones such as foxes or dogs.  The presence of gnaw and chew marks
indicates that the assemblage was exposed to these animals and was not buried.  These animals may
have gnawed and chewed the bones prior to their being deposited within the cellar if this material was
initially thrown into a yard and then redeposited here.  It is more likely though, due to the absence of
dog and larger carnivore chew marks and the presence of a wide variety of elements (meaning none
were  taken  away  by  scavengers)  that  the  material  was  only  deposited  within  the  cellar  and  not
redeposited here. 

Pig

Sixty-seven fragments of pig bones representing a minimum of two individuals were recovered from
the cellar.   The two individuals  present  were under  two years  old,  as  evidenced by the degree of
epiphiseal  fusion on the ends of some of the bones.  The fact  that  one unerupted third molar  was
recovered indicates that at least one was under 22 months old while the presence of an erupted second
molar and it wear stage indicates that the individual was over 13 months old and probably between 14
and 26 months old.  It is believed that both the individuals present were probably approximately 18
months old, the prime age for slaughtering. This may indicate that the sows that bore these pigs had a
spring and fall farrowing (Bowen 1994: 26)

The pig skeletal elements present in the assemblage seem to indicate that the consumers in the house
were purchasing their meat cuts rather than raising their own and slaughtering them.  As can be seen in
Table 17 which shows the number of individual  specimens present  (NISP) which is a tally of  the
number of pieces of bone present, 10 fragments that originated from the pig cranial area were present.
All of these pieces though could have come from one complete skull.  The lower front leg (ulna and
radius),  the  pelvis  and  the  upper  back  legs  (femur)  were  the  best  represented  by  the  number  of
fragments present.  The fragments from the pigs can also be looked at in another way which more
directly reflects the choices of cuts of meat  and the quality of those cuts that were consumed by the
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inhabitants.  This is done in two steps.  The first is to identify the number of individual elements that
were  present  (NIEP).   NIEP,  unlike  NISP,  reflects  not  the  number  of  fragments  present  but  the
minimum number of skeletal elements that could have gone into making up the assemblage. Table 17
shows the minimum number of elements present.

Table 17. Number of Individual Specimens Present (NISP) for Pig

Element NISP NIEP

Maxilla 1/ 1.5% 1/ %

Mandible 2/ 2.9% 1/ %

Teeth 8/ 11.8% 8/ %

Cranial 1/ 1.5% 1/ %

Cervical Vertebra 1/ 1.5% 1/ %

Thoracic Vertebra 3/ 4.4% 2/ %

Lumbar Vertebra 2/ 2.9% 2/ %

Sacrum 1/ 1.5% 1/ %

Caudal Vertebra 1/ 1.5% 1/ %

Ribs 9/ 13.2% 9/ %

Scapula 0/ 0 0/ 0

Humerus 1/ 1.5% 1/ %

Ulna 3/ 4.4% 2/ %

Radius 1/ 1.5% 1/ %

Carpal 1/ 1.5% 1/ %

Metacarpal 4/ 5.9% 3/ %

Pelvis 9/ 13.2% 2/ %

Femur 9/ 13.2% 4/ 7%

Patella 0/ 0 0/ 0

Tibia 4/ 5.9% 1/ 2%

Fibula 1/ 1.5% 1/ %

Tarsal 0/ 0 0/ 0

Metatarsal 4/ 5.9% 4/ %

Phalanges 2/ 2.9% 2/ %

Total 68/ 100% 48/ 100%

The higher occurrence of elements that are included in high quality meat cuts (those containing the
most or best quality meat) indicates that the inhabitants at the site chose the better cuts of meat over
those with less meat or of lesser value (such as heads and feet).   Caution has to be noted though
because there are times, such as in the case of suckling pigs, where one of the most desired objects is
the head and brains or in the case of veal where the sweetbread (brains) is also highly regarded.  The
identification of high  value and low value must take this into account.  Because the individuals in the
Harlow . cellar are not suckling pigs but rather appear to be of prime slaughter age, the identification of
high and low meat values is justified.  

Generally, the higher value cuts of meat come from the body and upper legs of the carcass.  Thus, a
comparison of what percentage the head versus the body versus the feet makes to the total carcass
(Table 18) indicates that for the normal pig skeleton, head : body : feet is almost equal at 28.2% :
34.5% : 37.3% but in the pig remains from the 
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Table 18. C-07 Relative Proportions of Pig (Sus scrofa) Body Parts

Sus scrofa Head % Body % Feet % NISP

Normal Skeleton 28.2% 34.5% 37.3%

5% 76.6% 18.3% 60

Harlow cellar the percentages are not equal.  In the Harlow cellar head : body : feet is 5% : 76.6% :
18.3%, meaning that the inhabitants of the house circa 1840 were selecting more of the body elements
than the head and feet.  It also indicates that whole carcasses were not being consumed here, but that
only certain elements.

Just as in the case of the cattle remains, the lower occurrence of  elements such as the head and feet and
the high incidence of body elements indicates that the consumers in the household either disposed of
the  less  meaty elements  such as  the head and  feet  elsewhere,  or  that  these elements  were  not  as
commonly purchased.  Unfortunately, because the entire property owned by the Harlows has not been
excavated, only the cellar associated with the house, we can not be sure if the missing elements are
present somewhere else close by.  We can not assume that  the cellar assemblage represents one or
several complete deposition episodes or if it is merely part of one or several larger ones. 

In any case, it appears that by what is represented in the cellar, the household in circa 1840 preferred
the best cuts of pork as well as beef: those coming from the main body and upper limbs (vertebra,
humerus, femur, scapula, pelvis). Some of the lower limb cuts were present in approximately half the
amounts as the high quality cuts.

Many of the pig bones recovered showed evidence of either butchery or scavenger modification (Table
19) (Figure 9).  Butchery modification was represented by cutting, 

Table 19. Bone modifications
Species Gnawing Chewing Cutting Chopping Sawing None

Sus scrofa 25/ 37.3% 3/ 4.5% 2/ 3% 9/ 13.4% 4/ 6% 24/ 35.8%

chopping and sawing.  Chopping and sawing represent the initial division of the carcass into two halves
along the head to tail midline and subsequent segmenting of these halves into cuts.  Cut marks, by their
location  on  the  skeleton,   may represent  either  the  cutting  through of  the  tendons,  ligaments  and
muscles at junction points such as the knee, elbow, shoulder and pelvis during segmentation of the
halves, or may result from the subsequent consumption of the cuts of meat.  Generally, cut marks occur
throughout the history of people eating meat and the same can be said with chop marks, but sawing
only came into widespread use in the late eighteenth to nineteenth centuries, although it is known to
have  had  limited  application  during  the  middle  to  late  seventeenth  century.   The  presence  of  an
appreciable number of saw marks on bones indicates that the animal was likely butchered during the
nineteenth to twentieth centuries.  Unfortunately, the absence of saw marks does not mean that the
animal was not butchered at this time.  Until the modern day there was wide variation in butchery
practices depending on the individual butcher and the animal being butchered.  

On the swine bones, it appears that it was twice as common to chop the carcass than it was to saw it.
The saw marks were centered on the pelvis, ribs and vertebrae, with only one saw mark being found on
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a long bone (femur) indicating a preference for the use of the saw in both primary (vertebrae and
pelvis) and  secondary (ribs, pelvis and femur) butchery areas.  The presence of parallel cut marks only
on one  femur from its  consumption as  a  baked  or  roasted  ham,   indicates   that  swine  was  often
consumed in such as way that knifes were rarely used in the process.  This would be the case if the
elements were boiled in stews as opposed to eaten as chops steaks. 
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Figure 9. Swine butchery marks represented in C-07 sample.
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The gnaw and chew marks on the drones were done by two different classes of animals.  Gnaw marks
are the result of rodents gnawing bones to reduce their incisor tooth size and gain nutrients from the
bones.  As rodent incisors continue to grow throughout their lives, they must continually gnaw objects
such as bones to wear their teeth down.  the gnaw marks on the cattle bones appear to have been made
by small rodents such as rats and possibly squirrels. Chew marks are evidence of carnivore activity at a
site.  Cats, skunks, dogs, foxes and coyotes often chew bones to digest the upper and lower ends where
nutrients are concentrated.  The chew marks in the assemblage appear to be from small carnivores such
as skunks or cats and not large ones such as foxes or dogs.  The presence of gnaw and chew marks
indicates that the assemblage was exposed to these animals and was not buried.  These animals may
have gnawed and chewed the bones prior to their being deposited within the cellar if this material was
initially thrown into a yard and then redeposited here.  It is more likely though, due to the absence of
dog and larger carnivore chew marks and the presence of a wide variety of elements (meaning none
were  taken  away  by  scavengers)  that  the  material  was  only  deposited  within  the  cellar  and  not
redeposited here. 

The swine consumed at the site were butchered in the following way.  First the head was removed and
the carcass was split down the center by means of  a cleaver or hatchet and mallet or saw to produce
two halves.  This step in the butchery process is evidenced by the chop marks below the dorsal process,
the upper  spine,  on the chest  (thoracic)  vertebrae.   The halves  were then butchered separately but
probably in similar fashion. 

Sheep

One hundred and sixty-two fragments of sheep bones representing a minimum of four individuals were
recovered.  The  two  of  the   individuals  were  under  two  years  old  (probably  much  younger  and
representing lambs), as evidenced by the degree of epiphiseal fusion on the ends of some of the bones,
while the other two were over five and one half years old.  Based on the fusion of the ends of the bones,
the four individuals present were identified as being two under 24 months old  and two over three and
one half years old.  Using the eruption ages and wear data present on the teeth, this can further be
refined by stating that the older individuals were over five and one half to six years old.  Essentially,
there  were  two  young  sheep,  possibly  lambs,  and  two  older  senile  sheep  eaten  as  mutton. The
occupants of the Harlow Old Fort House appear to have consumed sheep at the prime age of slaughter
(under two years) and as mutton.

The sheep skeletal elements present in the assemblage seem to indicate that the consumers in the house
were purchasing their meat cuts rather than raising their own sheep slaughtering them.  As can be seen
in Table 20, only one cranial fragment 

Table 20. Number of Individual Specimens Present (NISP) for Sheep

Element Number of Fragments Percentage of Total Fragments

Maxilla 0 0

Mandible 0 0

Teeth 3 1.9%

Cranial 1 .6%
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Atlas Vertebra 3 1.9%

Cervical Vertebra 4 2.5%

Thoracic Vertebra 12 7.4%

Lumbar Vertebra 10 6.2%

Sacrum 0 0

Caudal Vertebra 0 0

Ribs 35 21.6%

Scapula 9 5.6%

Humerus 11 6.8%

Ulna 7 4.3%

Radius 10 6.2%

Carpal 1 .6%

Metacarpal 6 3.7%

Pelvis 11 6.8%

Femur 17 10.5%

Patella 0 0

Tibia 10 6.2%

Astragelous 3 1.9%

Calcaneum 1 .6%

Fibula 0 0

Tarsal 0 0

Metatarsal 2 1.2%

Phalanges 2 1.2%

Total 162

and three teeth from a sheep head were recovered, while their were numerous thorax  or main body
fragments and less lower leg elements. Element distribution indicates a preference for medium to high
quality meatier elements. 

The lower occurrence of  elements such as the head and feet and the high incidence of body elements
indicates that the consumers in the household either disposed of the less meaty elements such as the
head and feet elsewhere, or that these elements were not as commonly purchased.  The pattern for the
sheep remains was similar to that for the cattle and swine, indicating that the same disposal methods
were practiced for these three species. 

In any case, it appears that by what is represented in the cellar, the household in circa 1840 preferred
the best cuts of sheep, those coming from the main body and upper limbs (vertebra, humerus, femur,
scapula, pelvis). Some of the lower limb cuts were present in approximately half the amounts as the
high quality cuts.

Many of the sheep bones recovered showed evidence of either butchery or scavenger modification
(Table 21) (Figure 10).  Butchery modification was represented by cutting 

Table 21. Bone modifications

Species Gnawing Chewing Cutting Chopping Sawing None
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Ovis aries 46/ 28.8% 3/ 1.9% 1/ .6% 38/ 23.8% 0/ 0 72/ 45%

and chopping. The gnaw and chew marks on the bones were done by two different classes of animals.
Gnaw marks  are  the  result  of  rodents  gnawing  bones  to  reduce  their  incisor  tooth  size  and  gain
nutrients  from the  bones.   As  rodent  incisors  continue  to  grow throughout  their  lives,  they must
continually gnaw objects such as bones to wear their teeth down.  the gnaw marks on the cattle bones
appear  to  have  been  made  by small  rodents  such  as  rats  and  possibly squirrels.  Chew marks  are
evidence of carnivore activity at a site.  Cats, skunks, dogs, foxes and coyotes often chew bones to
digest the upper and lower ends where nutrients are concentrated.  The chew marks in the assemblage
appear to be from small carnivores such as skunks or cats and not large ones such as foxes or dogs.
The presence of gnaw and chew marks indicates that the assemblage was exposed to these animals and
was not buried.  These animals may have gnawed and chewed the bones prior to their being deposited
within the cellar if this material was initially thrown into a yard and then redeposited here.  It is more
likely though, due to the absence of dog and larger carnivore chew marks and the presence of a wide
variety  of  elements  (meaning  none  were  taken  away  by  scavengers)  that  the  material  was  only
deposited within the cellar and not redeposited here. 

 Birds

Four identified and one unidentified species of birds were recovered from the Harlow Old Fort House
cellar. The majority of the avian remains recovered (n=62) were identified as having come from at least
three  individual  chickens.  The  elements  present  consisted predominantly  of  bones  from the  limbs
(n=44) (Table 22). 
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Figure 10. Sheep butchery marks represented in C-07 sample.
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Table 22. Bird elements recovered (NISP).
Element Chicken Duck Goose Turkey Sm Bird Unidentified

Cranial 1 2

Cervical V. 2

Thoracic V.

Lumbar V. 1

Vert. Frag 1

Sacral V. 3

Pelvis 2 2

Ribs 2

Sternum 3 3 2

Scapula 5 1 1

Coracoid 6 1 4 1

Humerus 9 2 5

Ulna 6 1 2

Radius 2 1 1 1 1

Metacarp 2+3 2 4 2 1

Carpometa. 4

Femur 6 3

Tibia 5 4 2 1

Fibula 1

Tibiotarsal 3 4

Tarsometa 1

Phalange 1 1

Longbone
Midsection

12

Unknown 5

Totals 62 25 16 8 1 24

Chickens may have been purchased at the Plymouth market but they may also have been kept around
the house. The occurrence of a fragment of a cranium and the presence of vertebrae only from this
species indicates two things. First that chickens may been raised by the household and thus their car-
casses were complete when they were butchered and consumed, leading to the deposition of cranial and
cervical vertebra elements from this species alone. Secondly, that the presence of cranial and vertebral
fragments from a chicken may indicate a different processing method, consumption technique or dis-
posal pattern from the other bird remains. Several fragments of chicken bones exhibited rodent gnaw-
ing. 

Three individual ducks (species unidentifiable) were recovered. By the eighteenth to nineteenth centu-
ry, ducks were certainly being sold at markets such as Plymouth, and these were probably purchased
there. The range of elements present indicates that the they may have been purchased already beheaded
and with no feet as no cranial bones or phalanges  were recovered. 

A total of eight bone specimens identified as come from a minimum of one turkey were identified. The
specimens were all from limbs indicating that the limbs may have been consumed and then the bones
discarded with the carcass being reserved for boiling to make broth or soup. 

Much the same can be said for the goose bones. Only 16 bones from two geese (species unknown)
were recovered.  Geese and turkeys were both available at markets and were raised domestically as op-
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posed to being hunted in the wild. 

One unidentified small bird was also recovered, being represented by a single bone.  It is unknown
whether it was eaten by the occupants of the house or represents a meal brought in by one of the com-
mensal  species. 

Fish 

Fish were represented by nine bones from a cod (Gadus morhua) and four bones from an unidentified
fish, also possibly from a cod. The  Cod (Gadus morhua ) is the best known fish from the New England
area.  The great abundance of the cod off of the coast of Cape Cod and Georges Banks was one of the
primary impetuses that led to Europeans to come to New England in the seventeenth century.  Cod are
another migratory species of fish that spends the winters inshore and the summers offshore.  As a result
of  this  pattern,  they are believed to  generally be available in  the summer.  A number of  European
sources note their presence year round in New England and especially in Plymouth Harbor though, so
possibly due to their great numbers or to a different seasonal migration pattern they were available
throughout the year. The larger ones appear at the mouths of rivers in late summer and winter on Cape
Cod, approximately around early November and continue here until April (Bigelow 1953:193).  They
are just visitors though with no spawning occurring off of southern Cape Cod (Bigelow1953:192). 

Cods favor rocky, pebble ground, gravel, or sand and clay with broken shells, basically a hard substrate
near which they generally remain to feed. They feed on herring, and other small fish but the largest part
of their diet consists of mollusks and crustaceans such as crabs, lobster, shrimp, starfish, sea urchins,
and surf clams (Bigelow 1953:185). They feed on these fish at dawn and dusk with the crab being the
primary food they eat  on the Nantucket  Shoals.  Cod, in turn,  are fed upon by large sharks,  spiny
dogfish, pollock and larger cod. 

PAL testing recovered a limited variety of faunal species including three species of shellfish (quahog,
soft-shell  clam and  oysters),  small  bird  (possibly chicken) remains,  a  medium sized mammal  jaw
(identified by PAL as possibly deer but more likely is sheep), a small mammal longbone (probably
from a commensal species), and a “ring-shaped bone” that PAL identified as possibly part of a hoof to a
small  mammal,  but  more  likely a  cut  ham bone ring.  As the  bone was recovered from under  the
floorboards of the house, they may have been deposited there during restoration work or were pulled in
there by commensal species such as the rats, raccoon, or skunk that was identified in the cellar deposits.

Other Artifacts

Several  other  classes  of  artifacts  were also recovered,  but  none in the quantity of  the classes  that
formed the basis  for  this analysis.  While the former materials  were cataloged by the author,  these
materials were cataloged by Plimoth Plantations curatorial department in 2005. Some pieces that were
anomalous were reviewed by the author for more detailed identification. The largest of these classes
were the brick (n=231) and mortar (n=150) architectural materials.  These may have been deposited in
the cellar hole either during construction or more probably during the 1920s restoration work. They
occurred throughout the levels excavated, being concentrated in the upper nine inches of the cellar fill.
They co-occurred with the other classes, which may indicate that all the material  in the cellar was
deposited there as fill during the restoration, possibly as property cleanup or as a result of landscaping.  
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Other materials occurred in smaller quantities. Forty-five pieces of charcoal wood were recovered as
were many fragments  of  rusted iron and a lead strip  with three raised bumps on it  (also possibly
architecturally related). Forty-one machine cut nails and 51 hand wrought nails, as well as 30 either cut
or wrought nails were also recovered.  These too likely arrived in the cellar hole during restoration.
Additional metal artifacts took the form of flat iron pieces, a possible knife blade and an oxen shoe.
Two pieces of burned English flint were recovered and one prehistoric, Late Woodland period (1000 to
450 B.P.) Levanna arrowhead made from rhyolite. This last artifact may be related to the prehistoric
materials recovered by PAL during their survey, as it dates to the same period as the possible hearth that
was identified. 
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Conclusion
An independent cataloging and reevaluation of the artifacts recovered from the 1960s excavation of the
Harlow Old Fort House cellar was conducted by the Plymouth Archaeological  Rediscovery Project
under the direction of Craig S. Chartier. Analysis of all the artifacts recovered was carried out with
more detailed analysis being undertaken on the ceramic, glass and faunal classes. These artifacts were
sued to investigate four research questions. The research questions were answered as follows.

Research Questions Answered

1. Is there evidence that can be used to date the Harlow Old Fort house? 

Late seventeenth to early eighteenth century artifacts were recovered from the cellar deposits.
These  artifacts  included  ceramics  (North  Devon  gravel-tempered,  slipware,  English  brown
stoneware, Grey Stoneware, Nottingham, White Salt-Glazed  stoneware,  Creamware,  and
clay tobacco pipes), bottle glass (wine and case bottles), and a wine glass stem (c. 1698). These
artifacts  support  a  c.  1677 date  for  the  construction  of  the  house.  The  lack  of  any earlier
ceramics and especially the lack of any clay tobacco pipes that could be dated earlier lessens
support for an earlier date. 

2. Can any of the artifacts help to determine what use the cellar served? 
The presence of late seventeenth to early eighteenth century bottles and a wine glass supports
the findings of the probate study that cellars were most often used as butteries, places to store
liquids. 

3. Can it be determined if the artifacts were the result of a gradual accumulation throughout

the life of the house or were deposited as in a single fill episode?  The earlier material in the
cellar hole was probably the result of gradual accumulation during the early life of the house.
The larger accumulation of faunal remains, ceramics and glass in the nineteenth century was
probably the result of episodic disposal in the cellar over a short period of time. The lack of any
appreciable amount of 20th century material does not support the proposition that it was filled
during the 1920s restoration work.

4. Do artifactual materials tend to clump during specific time periods and can these clumps

be associated with specific occupations of the house? 

Three groupings of artifacts were identified: 
Period 1: Late seventeenth to third quarter of the eighteenth century (Harlow   occupation,
particularly the William and John Harlow [1728-1765] period)
Period 2: Nineteenth century before approximately 1830 (Joseph Doten
occupation  [1795-1822])
Period 3: Nineteenth century after 1850 (Lemuel Stephens occupation [1822-
1883+])

The analysis of the artifacts  illustrates the changing pattern of use of cellar holes from the Early
Colonial to Modern periods. Few artifacts that definitely date to the earliest colonial occupation of the
site were recovered from the cellar hole.  Those that were recovered were limited to a few clay tobacco
pipes, a few ceramic sherds of types that first appear in the Early Colonial period in New England but
which may date as late as  the American Revolution, and a few fragments of wine and liquor bottles
and one wine glass. This general paucity of artifacts from the earliest occupation indicates the use of
the cellar as a  buttery, a place to store liquids, and possibly as a location to store casked and possibly
baled goods,. These would be organic items in organic containers that would not leave any traces in the
archaeological record. If the cellar had been used to store more durable non-organic items, more traces
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of such goods would be expected to have been left behind and thus recovered archaeologically. 

When the Harlow Old Fort  House was originally built,  the town's economy had a agricultural  and
maritime focus.  Artifacts recovered from this period reflect  a household that was involved with the
world beyond the Atlantic Ocean in only a limited way. English ceramics appear to have played a
minor role in the household inventory and wine that was probably imported through English ports was
drunk in the house. By the first half of the nineteenth century, the economic focus of the town had
begun to shift away from maritime trades and agriculture to a more industrial focus which came to
characterize the town into the twentieth century. The ceramics and glass from the cellar reflect a society
with close connections to old England and one which were more of a consumer household and less self
sufficient  that  the  previous  one.  Meats  were  purchased,  inexpensive  ceramics  from England  were
purchased and both found their way into the cellar hole, possibly as a result of new ordinances put in
place in the town to help cope with the exploding population and the pressure it probably placed on
refuse disposal and sanitation. Because so much of the households food was apparently purchased by
this time, the cellar, which functioned as a buttery and probably a larder, ceased to be used for this and
soon became a convenient place to dispose of the refuse which was more abundant as a result of greater
purchase and discard of cheaper ceramics. 

This report marks the first that has been completed of the archaeological collections excavated between
1940 and the 1970s by Harry Hornblower and the late Dr.  James Deetz.  Thus far this is  the most
complete report on any collection currently in the possession of Plimoth Plantation.  It illustrates the
vast untapped potential that these collections continue to have for historical studies. 
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Appendix A

Plymouth Colony Cellar Contents

Buttery Cellar

William Kemp 1641 September PCR 90

In the cellor
1 hogshead
3 firkins

Thomas Prence April 23, 1673 Plymouth Colony Wills 3:60-70  

In the old Celler  
2 beer barrells & 4 Rundleletts 8s
422 10 07

Timothy  Williamson  October  20,  1676  Plymouth  Colony  Wills  3(2):21 
Item beer vessells and other thinges in the celler 00 12 00

William Brookes Scituate January 24, 1682 PCR 548 

syder, butter and cheese in the celler
1 tub and other barrels in the celler

Storage Cellar

Atwood 1643 (PCR 48) February  
In the seller
1 hand mill
1 kneading trough and other lumber
3 cases of bottles and other lumber in inner seller
1 old spade
1 axe
3 ladders

William Hedges/Hodges/Hedgis  Taunton April 2, 1654 Plymouth Colony Wills 2(1):4  
It in the Celler 2 brasse panes 01 06 00

John Dicksey Swansey May 20, 1674 Plymouth Colony Wills 3:106-108 

Item more in the seller nine barrells of porke 18 00 00
Item 1 barrell of Mallases 01 10 00
Item 1 barrell of Rum 02 15 00
Item 6 hogsheds of salt 04 04 00
Item 74 pounds of beauer att 6s per pound is 22 04 00
sume is 829 17 00

Buttery/ Storage Cellar

Partridge 1658 (PCR 353) May 
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In the seller
9 beer casks
1 powdering tub
1 butter firkin
1 churn
1 old chest
1 old case
1 sifting trough
2 seives
3 tubbs
1 hand mill
1 baking pan and lid
½ bushell
½ peck
2 corn seives
1 smoothing iron
1 stickston
1 cloth
1 cheesepress
1 cheesefatts
1 cider trough
baskets

John Barnes August 30, 1671 Plymouth Colony Wills 3:32-36  

[In the margin:] in the celler
Item a Chest with Candles and a Galley pott in it 01 00 00
Item 2 firkens of tallow and another old Caske with
tallow and another old Caske with tallow in it 02 00 00
Item a little thinge with Ginger in it 00 02 00
Item 4 little old box cases with six bottles 00 06 00
Item 3 old Caske 00 04 00
Item another Glasse Case with 9 bottles in it 00 04 00
Item a firkin with hogsfatt and an earthen pott 00 10 00
Item 2 earthen potts with butter 00 05 00
Item 2 halfe hogsheads 00 05 00
Item 3 tubbs and 3 smale old Caske 00 05 00
Item 6 earthen vessells with an earthen bason 00 05 00
Item a Cherne and 4 smale rundleletts 00 05 00
Item 5 kimnells and 6 trayes 00 10 00
Item 1 bowle 1 tunnell Dish 2 Cheesfatts 1 tray 00 05 00
Item 2 Dozen of trenchers 00 02 00
Item one Iron Driping pan and a Gridjron 00 05 00
Item 2 pitchers 2 earthen potts 1 Cheesladder one roleing pin 00 01 06
Item 5 pailes a wooden ladle and a spining wheele --
Item a frying pan and two old Caske 00 04 00
Item a great sifting trough 4 seives and one old one 00 12 00
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Captain Nathaniel Thomas Marshfield March 1 1674 PCW 348

In the Outer Rome Chimney, Leantoo, and Celler (Possible) 
Andirons, tramells, brasse and iron potts and kettles, belmettle etc
Pewter and Tin
Earthenwares, pails, milk vessels
Beefe, Pork, and butter
147-08-06

Thomas Hatch 3 June 1686 Scituate Plymouth Colony Wills 4(2):152 

vessels and apples and A pot of Butter in the Celler 00 18 00
206 13 09

Buttery/ Dairy Cellar

Josiah Winslow December 17, 1674 Plymouth Colony Wills 3:135-136, 138 
Item in the Celler in milke vessells 00 04 06
Item 1 case of bottles 1 old Case 00 06 00

Working Cellar

Jonathan  Winslow  Marshfield   October  11,  1676  Plymouth  Colony  Wills  3(2):11

Item by his shoomakers tooles and other lumber in the Leanto Celler 00 10 00 

sume to totall 98 17 04

Root cellar

Martha Nelson 7 March 1683/1684 Plymouth Colony Wills 4(2):74 

Item Roo[t]s and other Lumber in the Celler 00 05 00

98 00 08
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Appendix B

Clay Pipes

Stem Fragments

6/64" 1680-1710 (13.7%)

Catalog Numbers: 443, 490, 514, 542, 543, 545, 662: 
TOTAL: 7

5/64" 1710-1750 (78.4%)

Catalog Numbers: 432, 442, 444, 457, 463, 464, 469, 472, 479, 480, 491, 492, 493, 501, 502, 512, 513,
531, 544, 546, 547, 557, 558, 559, 564, 565, 566, 576, 578, 579, 580, 581, 588, 599, 600, 605, 606,
611, 623, 626
TOTAL: 40

4/64" 1750-1800 (7.8%)

Catalog Numbers: 431, 448, 494, 577
TOTAL: 4

Bowls

Type 1:   Heelless bowl 1730-1760 (Oswald P. 41 # 27) with makers mark on right side in circle,
unknown maker, possible Robert Tippett like Type 2.
              (4/64")  433, 548
              (5/64")  445
              Bowl frags: 458, 459, 495, 496, 515, 516, 517, 550, 551, 589

Type 2: Large heeled late large belly bowl 1680-1710 (Oswald P. 39 #9) . Makers mark Robert Tippett
of  Bristol  on right  side (Robert  Tippett  1678-1723).  It  appears  that  the marks  of  the  three Robert
Tippets recorded for the period of 1678-1723 may have had different marks. Judging from the bowl
style this type probably dates from 1680-1710.
              (5/64")  621

Type 3: Possible heelless bowl similar to Type 1 1730-1760. Maker's mark consists of RT impressed on
back of bowl and R./TIPP/ ET in a circle raised on the right side.  This mark may date slightly later
than Type 2's based on the bowl shape. 
              Bowl frag: 552

Type 4: Heelless funnel shaped bowl. 1680-1710  1.8cm exterior rim diameter
              Bowl frag: 549
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Appendix C

Ceramics

Earthenware

Slipware (1670-1795)

Vessel 1: Slipware plate yellow glaze
255

Vessel 2: Slipware plate yellow glaze
143

Vessel 3: Slipware mug yellow glaze
049, 256

Vessel 4: Slipware plate yellow glaze
088

Tin-enameled  (1730-1780)

Vessel 1: Tin-glazed probable bowl with blue decoration 
122, 297

Creamware (1762-1820)

Vessel 1:  Queen's edge creamware plate Scalloped edge, short foot (1770-
1780)
060, 069, 072, 077, 078, 079, 080, 222, 313, 314, 329, 404 

Vessel 2: Queen's edge creamware bowl red hand painted plain rim 
(1780-1800)
114, 403, 412

Vessel 3: Creamware plate scalloped edge (1770-1780)
190, 248

Vessel 4: Creamware plate scalloped rim (1770-1780)
165, 191, 221

Vessel 5: Creamware plate scalloped rim, no foot, knife marks, smooth curve 
from base to side C mark on base (1770-1780)
163, 164, 166, 167, 391

Vessel 6: Creamware hollowware (1770-1800)
196

Vessel 7: Creamware plate black transferprinting on interior (1770-1800)
NN

Vessel 8: Creamware plate plain rim no foot C impressed on base (1790-1820)
001, 047, 053, 055, 098, 105, 174, 188, 192, 304, 346, 371, 392, 394, 397, 398

Vessel 9: Creamware plate no foot (1790-1820)
NN, 008, 019, 058, 249, 322, 390, 402

Vessel 10: Creamware plate plain rim, short foot (1790-1820)
004, 092, 161, 162

Vessel 11: Creamware plate plain rim (1790-1820)
195

Vessel 12: Creamware mug or bowl with plain rim (1770-1800)
045

Pearlware (1795-1840)
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Vessel  1: hand painted pearlware with brown star design on edge, interior 
decoration of bowl slightly scalloped rim, short foot (1790-1810?)
111, 406, 410

Vessel 2: pearlware bowl with blue interior and blue, green, brown exterior 
Decoration (1820-1840)
(2) NN, 226

Vessel 3: pearlware saucer with interior blue hand painted design (1790-1800)
NN, 121

Vessel 4 :pearlware saucer with blue bands on interior rim (1800-1820)
120

Vessel  5: pearlware bowl with dark blue exterior chinese pattern 
(*handpainted wave pattern at rim, flowers on walls, base 1790-1810)
031, 040, 050, 224, 246, 275, 342, 411

Vessel 6: green edged pearlware plate (1780-1800?)
199

Vessel 7: Green edged pearlware plate strait sides maybe octagonal dish/ saucer 
NN, 152

Vessel 8: blue shell edged pearlware plate (1790-1800)
108, 109, 116, 133, 134, 135,  274, 288, 305, 315, 333, 334, 371, 415

Vessel 9: blue edged pearlware plate with line edging 1800-1810
421

Vessel 10: Pearlware plate with pseudo blue edging 
123

Vessel 11: molded pearlware vessel  (1795-1815)
111, 240

Vessel 12: annular pearlware bowl with black, brown, blue and white banding 
(1795-1815 INH 131)
416

Vessel 13: annular pearlware bowl with a molded rim annus in green with brown 
and black between
 239

Vessel 14: Pearlware teapot, pitcher or possible bowl (1790-1820)
107, 299, 425

Vessel 15: pearlware vessel with light and dark brown annular decoration
240

Vessel 16: blue transferprinted pearlware saucer
123, 127, 130, 131, 137, 174

Vessel 17: Pearlware plate 1800-1820
123

Vessel 18: pearlware blue transferprinted saucer
408, xxx

58 undecorated pearlware frags
Ironstone (1820-1860)

Vessel 1: flow blue ironstone plate (* Staffordshire transferware 1820-1840)
355

Vessel 2: ironstone plate with molded geometric pattern
097, 261, 332, 419 
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Vessel 3: ironstone large vessel (1840-1860)
418

Whiteware (1820-1900+)

Vessel 1: willow pattern whiteware plate
290 (129, 12x, 130, 131, 134, 279 (3) NN)

Vessel 2: blue transferprinted saucer 
278, xxx

Vessel 3: blue transferprinted saucer 
xxx

Vessel 4: blue Spode pattern whiteware saucer (Staffordshire buff earthenware)
284

Vessel 5: light blue transferprinted whiteware plate 
408

Vessel 6: light blue transferprinted whiteware cover (Stafforshire Teapot buff 
earthenware transferware 1820-1840)
(2) NN

Vessel 7: Whiteware transferprinted Staffordshire 1830-1850
024, 136, 407

Vessel 8: Whiteware plate
021, 029, 099, 131, 260

Vessel 9: Whiteware saucer 
NN

Rockingham (1860-1900)

Vessel 1: Rockingham teapot
1 fragment no number

North Devon Gravel Tempered Ware (1675-1775)

Vessel 1: North Devon gravel tempered vessel
1 fragment no number

Redware (17th – middle 19th centuries)

Vessel 1: Redware mug mottled dark interior/ exterior glaze 18th century
003, 012, 013, 014, 182, 184, 312

Vessel 2: Redware chamberpot dark interior/ exterior glaze handled 
254

Vessel 3: Redware black glazed mug with handle, pseudo-Jackfield 18th century
068, 086, 145, 317, 354

Vessel 4: Redware Jackfield mug 18th century
350, 356

Vessel 5: Redware mug banded red brown/ yellow red brown
010, 085, 182, 218, 358

Vessel 6: Redware mug?  Interior/ exterior orange brown glaze
216, 217

Vessel 7: Redware chamberpot exterior red brown glaze with a white trailed slip design 
with green copper flecks
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011
Vessel 8: Redware chamberpot Interior/ exterior light olive yellow brown and mottled 

glaze handle
002, 180

Vessel 9: Redware chamberpot? Interior clear glaze, exterior yellow with brown streaks
157

Vessel 10: Redware milkpan Interior glazed with tan glaze and white trailed slip with 
green copper flecks
058, 140, 141, 150, 182, 214, 215, 232, 289-B, 291, 364, 366, 367, 372, 374, 375, 
376, 378, 379, 380, 383, 384, 397, 

Vessel 11: Redware milkpan medium brown glaze
084

Vessel 12: Redware milkpan? red brown glaze, marbled clay
387

Vessel 13: Redware pot red brown speckled glaze
083

Vessel 14: Redware pot dark olive brown glaze
062

Vessel 15: Redware pot very dark brown glaze
290-A

Vessel 16: Redware milkpan tan glazed interior
026, 027, 034, 070, 213, 231, 365, 481

Vessel 17: Redware milkpan tan brown speckled glaze
036, 090, 158, 316

Vessel 18: Redware pot red brown glaze
117, 176, 230, 352, 361, 363, 388

Vessel 19: Redware milkpan light yellow green brown speckled glaze
321

Vessel 20: Redware pot? orange brown glaze
159

Vessel 21: Redware pot brown dark brown speckled glaze
035

Vessel 22: Redware pot burned interior and exterior
154

Vessel 23: Redware flowerpot unglazed
179

Vessel 24: Redware flowerpot unglazed
023, 722

Vessel 25: redware with mottled glaze, jug
004, 235

Redware fragments:
023, 063, 089, 178, 250, 252, 253, 289, 319, 349, 351, 362, 368, 370, 369, 389, 403

Stoneware  
White Salt Glazed Stoneware (1740-1770)

Vessel 1:  White salt-glazed stoneware plate 1720-1805 (1740-1760))
      Molded interior design “barley pattern”
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93, 94, 115, 193
Vessel 2: White salt-glazed stoneware  bowl with scratched blue design (1744-

1775 (1740-1760))
007

Vessel 3: White salt-glazed stoneware cup or mug with incised lines around rim (1740-
1760) INH 115
197, 229

Vessel 4: White salt-glazed stoneware bowl  with wave pattern on interior and 
herringbone pattern on exterior (1760-1775 INH 117)
032

 Vessel 5:  White salt-glazed stoneware hollowware (1750-1770)
NN, 030

Vessel 6: White salt-glazed stoneware bowl?
016, 043, 201, 203, 417, 421

Various white salt-glazed stoneware frags: 193,  457, xxx

Nottingham 

Vessel 1: Nottingham mug
1 fragment no number

Vessel 2: Nottingham Mug
1 fragment no number

English Brown Stoneware

Vessel 1: Brown English stoneware mug
1 fragment no number

Vessel 2: Brown English stoneware mug
1 fragment no number

Grey Stoneware

Vessel 1: Grey stoneware possible chamber pot
44, 185

Vessel 2: Grey stoneware mug
018

Porcelain (1770-1820)

Vessel 1: porcelain saucer with interior blue hand painted design, diaper pattern 
and linear decoration (1790-1820)
227, 301

Vessel 2: porcelain cup or bowl with interior and exterior blue hand painted design (1770-1800)
119
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Appendix D

Flat Glass

FLAT/ WINDOW GLASS:
 (2) xxx, (8) 434,  (4) 439, (3) 453, (2) 460, (2) 474, (2) 489, 519, 529,  534, (3) 536,  (3) 556, (6) 560,
(5) 567, (2) 585, (1) 596,  (2) 603
Flat glass/ patinated: 434, (4) 435, 439, 453, 560
Flat glass/ Dark aqua: 435, (2) 453, 460, 497, (2) 567, 585, 596
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Appendix  E

Faunal Remains Catalog
NISP- Number of Individual Specimens (pieces) Present

MNI- Minimum Number of Individuals represented

Turkey

23 Fibula Proximal st2 0-.25’
166  Ulna Distal Right st3 .5-1’ f1
320 Ulna Left a4 .5-.75’
177  Met. 2+3  Proximal Right st4 .5-.75’
302 Coracoid Left st2 .25-.5’
305 Scapula Right st2 .25-.5’
324 Radius Left proximal a4 0-.5’
507 Phalange 1 a3 0-.5’
NISP: 8

MNI: 1

Goose Species

87  Coracoid  Left DistalAdult st4 0-.5’
124  Coracoid  Left Distal Adult st4 0-.5’
127  Coracoid  Right st3 1-1.5’’ f1
455  Coracoid  Right Complete a1 .25-.5’
437  Scapula  Complete     Small goose st1 .25-.5’
30  Humerus   Midsection st1 0-.25’
160  Humerus   Midsection st3 .5-1’ f1
224  Humerus Right  Midsection st1 .25-.5’
243  Humerus  Right Proximal st2 1.75-2’ f1
517  Humerus?  Midsection                  a1 .5-.75’
262  Radius    Complete st2 0-.5’ f1
227  Tibia     Proximal                    st1 .25-.5’
250  Tibia     Midsection st2 0-.5’ f1
168  Met. 2+3? Fragment  st3 .5-1’ f1
282  Met. 2+3  Right Complete  st2 0-.5’ f1
9  Phalange st2 1.25-1.5’ f1
NISP: 16

MNI: 2

Duck Species

251  Sternum   Articular surface st2 0-.5’ f1
256  Sternum?  Frag st2 0-.5’ f1
268  Sternum   Articular surface st2 0-.5’ f1
273  Coracoid  Proximal st2 0-.5’ f1
103  Humerus Right Midsection st4 0-.5’
35  Humerus Right a1 .25-.5’
137 Radius Midsection st3 1-.5’ f1
264  Ulna Left Proximal st2 0-.5’ f1
293 Pelvis st2 .25-.5’
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297  Pelvis st2 .25-.5’
296  Femur Left  Distal st2 .25-.5’
247  Femur Right Midsection st2 1.75-2’ f1
285  Femur Right Distal st2 0-.5’ f1
280  Tibia Left Distal st2 0-.5’ f1
281  Tibia Left Proximal st2 0-.5’ f1
291  Tibia  Left Distal  Cat gnawed st2 .25-.5’
36  Tibia Left Distal Cat gnawed a1 .25-.5’
292 Tibiotarsal                 st2 .25-.5’
286  Tibiotarsal Left st2 0-.5’ f1
265  Tibiotarsal Left st2 0-.5’ f1
266  Tibiotarsal Left st2 0-.5’ f1
277  Met. 2+3  Right Proximal  st2 0-.5’ f1
279  Met. 2+3  Right st2 0-.5’ f1
287  Met 2+3  Left st2 0-.5’ f1
17  Met 2+3 Left a1 .5-.75’
NISP: 24

MNI: 3

Chicken (Gallus gallus)

355  Cranium Posterior st3 0-.5’
397 Cervical  Vertebra st2 .5-.75’
57  Cervical Vertebra st3 .5-1’
394 Lumbar vertebra st2 .5-.75’
219  Sacral Vertebrae st1 .25-.5’
XXX  Sacral Vertebrae Unk
383 Rib st2 .5-.75’
375 Rib st4 floor
18  Sternum   Articular edge a1 .5-.75’
221  Sternum   Ridge            st1 .25-.5’
315 Sternum articulating surface a4 .25-.5’
386 Sternum articulating end st2 .5-.75’
400  Sternum   Articular surface st2 .5-.75’
391  Scapula Left  st2 .5-.75’
041  Scapula Right a1 .25-.5’
377  Scapula Left Just blade st4 floor
381  Coracoid Right st4 floor
306  Coracoid Right st2 .25-.5’
015  Coracoid Left Immature  a1 .5-.75’
373  Coracoid Right  rodent gnawed st2 .5-.75’
360  Coracoid Right Bb: .535”Bf: .42” St4 floor
001  Humerus Right a2 .25-.5’
003  Humerus a2 .25-.5’
083 Humerus Left st4 0-.5’
228  Humerus Left st1 .75-1’
236  Humerus  Left  Distal st1 .75-1’
295  Humerus Right  Proximal   st2 .25-.5’
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392  Humerus Rodent gnawed st2 .5-.75’
22  Ulna Proximal st2 0-.25’
34  Ulna Left a1 .25-.5’
380 Ulna Left Proximal St4 floor
390 Ulna Right Proximal st2 .5-.75’
392 Ulna midsection rodent gnawed st2 .5-.75’
508 Radius Distal end a3 0-.5’
508  Radius Distal a3 0-.5’
388  Metacarpus 2-3 Left st2 .5-.75’
307  Femur Right Distal Rodent gnawed st2 .25-.5’
56x Femur Right distal unk
369 Femur Left complete Adult st4 floor
12  Femur Left Midsection rodent gnawed   a1 .5-.75’
357 Tibia Right distal adult st3 0-.5’
79  Tibia Left Distal Calcined st4 0-.5’
313 Tibia Left Proximal a4 .25-.5’
427  Tibia Left Distal st1 .25-.5’
302 Tibia Right distal midsection st2 .25-.5’
16  Tibiotarsal Right? A1 .5-,75’
501 Sacral vertebra st2 .5-1’ f1
534 Vertebra st2 1.75-2’ f1
004   Scapula right proximal midsection st2 1-1.25’ f1
273  Coracoid Left Bb: .495” Bf: .455” st2 0-.5’ f1
242  Scapula Left Just blade st2 1.75-2’ f1
245  Humerus Right Distal st2 1.75-2’ f1
247  HumerusRodent gnawed st2 1.75-2’ f1
264 Ulna Proximal st2 0-.5’ f1
502 Metacarpus 2-3 Left st2 .5-1’ f1
502  Carpometacarpus st2 .5-1’ f1
261  Carpometacarpus st2 0-.5’ f1
279  Carpometacarpus st2 0-.5’ f1
277  Carpometacarpus st2 0-.5’ f1
158  Femur Left st2 .5-1‘ f1
162  Femur Right Distal st2 .5-1’ f1
528 Tibia Left midsection st3 1-1.5’ f1
240  Tibiotarsal Left st2 1.75-2’ f1
241  Tibiotarsal Left st2 1.75-2’ f1
278 Tarsometararsus Left st2 0-.5’ f1
NISP: 62

MNI: 3

Small bird (unknown species)

113  Tibia Left Very small st4 0-.5’
NISP:1

MNI: 1
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Unidentified Bird

92  Longbone    Midsection st4 0-.5’
92  Longbone        Midsection st4 0-.5’
179 Longbone        Midsection st4 .5-.75’
232 Longbone        Midsection st1 .75-1’
254 Longbone        Midsection st2 0-.5’ f1
353 Longbone st3 0-.5’
401 Longbone st2 .5-.75’
332 Longbone st3 0-.5’
072 Longbone st4 0-.5’
414  Longbone        Midsection st3 0-.5’ f1
505 Longbone st2 .5-1’ f1
510 Longbone a1 .5-.75’ 
XXX  Pelvis unk
284 Pelvis st2 0-.5’ f1
271  ?          ? st2 0-.5’ f1
285  ?          ? st2 0-.5’ f1
402  ?          ? st2 .5-.75’
403  ?          ? st2 .5-.75’
511  ?          ? a1 .5-.75’
372  Cranial st4 floor
378  Cranial st4 floor
389  Radius st2 .5-.75’
061 Sternum st1 .5-.75’
396  Sternum? st2 .5-.75’
NISP: 24

Fish

Cod (Gadus morhua)

545 Cod Cranial st4 .5-.75’
231 Cod Cranial st1 .75-1’
242 Cod Cranial st2 1.75-2’ f1
269 Cod Cranial st2 0-.5’ f1
453 Cod Cranial a1 .25-.5’
385 Cod Cranial st2 .5-.75’
253 Cod Cranial st2 0-.5’ f1
207 Cod Maxilla Left st1 .25-.5’
467 Cod Mandible Left st3 .5-1’
334 Fish cranial st3 0-.5’
382 Fish Cranial st2 .5-.75’
274 Fish branchial ray st2 0-.5’ f1
57        Gill ray
NISP: 13

MNI: 1
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Unidentified Mammal Fragments

Unidentified Medium Mammal Longbone:

(10) xxx, 010, 202, 246, 190, 323, 100, 070, 490, 288, 011, 244, 038, 500, 060, 196, 470, 093, 398,
407, 452, 122, 138, 189, 433, 044, 361, 450, 432, 325, 442, 131, 429, 130, 536, 298 (chopped), 121,
058, 548, 045, 210, 457, 411, 371, 458, 541, 249 (Very rodent gnawed), 368 (very rodent gnawed)
Unidentified Medium Mammal flat bone fragments:

444, 445, 128, 008, 451, 316, 176, 460
Medium mammal splinters:

252, 046, 351, 263, 238, 399(rodent gnawed)
Medium Mammal cranial:

209, 129, 426, 446, 213, 071, 378, 214, 547, 347c, 039, 211
073, 327, 064, 094, 228, 040, 335, 156, 117, 333, 074, 143, 165, 182, 199, 309, 312, 316, 575, (4)xxx
Unidentified large mammal fragments (probably cattle)

379, 206, 208, 205, 169

Cattle (Bos taurus)

413 Mandibular Molar 1 Left roots missing
478 Thorasic Vertebral spine broken
318 Thorasic Vertebral spine  broken rodent gnawed
218 Thorasic Vertebra rodent gnawed
83 Lumbar Vertebra Broken
154 Lumbar Vertebra rodent gnawed
144 Rib Rodent gnawed
321 Rib Proximal end rodent gnawed
120 Rib Midsection Chopped
345 Rib Midsection
363 Rib Left  broken
520 Rib distal fragment
049 Rib Left broken
598 Rib Midsection
147 Rib Right midsection
515 Rib Right midsection rodent gnawed
142 Rib midsection
322 Rib Right midsection broken canine rodent gnawed?
102 Rib Left proximal broken
405 Rib Right midsection broken
412 Rib Right midsection
415 Rib Left midsection broken
146 Rib midsection
420 Rib Right midsection
359 Rib Midsection
085 Rib Midsection rodent gnawed
435 Rib Left midsection
535 Rib Midsection rodent gnawed
090 Rib midsection broken
303 Rib Midsection broken
363 Rib Proximal broken
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157 Rib midsection  broken
466 Rib Ossified sternal 
503 Scapula Left Boken rodent gnawed chopped
161 Scapula Left chopped
597 Humerus Right broken fused distally
573 Humerus Left broken Rodent gnawed unfused distally
525 Humerus Right  chopped rodent gnawed
048 Ulna Left Broken
026 Radius Left rodent gnawed distal epiphysis unfused
75 Radius midsection chopped
532 Carpal Os complete, rodent gnawed
76 Metacarpal fragment
149 Metacarpal fragment
183 Metacarpal fragment rodent gnawed
312, 199, 309, 321, 316  Pelvis? Fragments
191 Pelvis Right sawn and cut
610 Pelvis Left broken
136 Femur Left sawn at both ends
446 Femur Left broken unfused proximal ephysis rodent gnawed
194 Femur Right distal articular surface canine and rodent gnawed Fused
365 Femur? Proximal articulating surface
504 Femur Right Distal Unfused Epiphysis
525 Femur  Right Distal articulating surface fused
029 Patella Right 
135/ 141 Tibia Left  chopped central portion anterior side splintered off, sawn
151/ 153 Tibia Proximal diaphysis unfused to ephysis rodent gnawed
91 Tibia    Right Midsection
62 Tibia Right Broken
006 Tibia Right distal unfused epiphysis
175 Tibia Left Midsection
276 Tibia Right Midsection
106 Phalange 1 Left
52 Phalange 1 Right
152 Phalange 2 Right rodent gnawed
406 Phalange 2 Left
464 Phalange 2 Right
NISP: 69

MNI: 3
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Pig (Sus scrofa) 

358, 192 Mandible anterior portion
430 I1 Left unformed roots
336 I2 Right unformed roots
374 Canine Left unformed roots
xxx Premolar 1 Right unformed roots
108 Molar 2 Left in mandible
123 Molar 3 Left unerupted
358 Maxilla fragment
186 Maxillary Premolar 2 Left slight wear
542 Molar 2 Right slight wear
546 Molar 3 Right unerupted
xxx      Cranial fragment
203 Cervical Vert Unfused epiphesis, chopped
330 Thorasic Vert. Broken, articulating surface unfused
522 Thorasic Vert Spine, rodent gnawed
538 Thorasic Vert. Spine, broken
019 Lumbar Vert. Articulating end, broken
459 Lumbar Vert. Broken
145 Sacral Vert Broken, unfused proximal and distal epiphesis, unfused to 

blades, sawn in middle
471 Caudal Vert.
529 Rib Right
005 Rib Left
531 Rib Left Rodent gnawed, broken
002 Rib Left Unfused articulating surface
013 Rib Left Rodent gnawed, broken
431 Rib Right Rodent gnawed
317 Rib Left Broken
370 Rib Rodent gnawed
539 Rib Right Calcined
537 Humerus Left midsection
514 Ulna Left Proximal, Unfused Epiphesis, rodent gnawed, chopped
217 Ulna Fragment
193 Ulna Left Proximal, Unfused Epiphesis, rodent gnawed, chopped
416 Radius Left distal unfused epiphysis
189 MC II Rodent gnawed
28 Metacarpal IV rodent gnawed unfused distal epiphysis
234 Metacarpal IVrodent gnawed
356 Metacarpal rodent gnawed
267 Carpal
78 Pelvis broken rodent gnawed
125 Pelvis fragment broken rodent gnawed
111 Pelvis blade frag
110 Pelvis blade frag Broken, rodent gnawed
172 Pelvis blade frag Sawn
119 Pelvis blade frag Rodent gnawed
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512 Pelvis blade frag Rodent gnawed
116 Pelvis blade frag Rodent gnawed
521 Pelvis acetabulum rodent gnawed
574 Femur Right Unf. prox and dist epiph, cut
118 Femur fragment
067 Femur fragment
523 Femur Left distal articulating surface unfused
181 Femur Left Unfused distal epiph, rodent gnaw
25 Femur Left Midsection, broken
533 Femur Right Distal Epiphesis, canine gnawed
519 Femur Left Proximal Epiphesis, canine gnawed
54 Femur Right Midsection ,broken
229 Tibia Left Proximal Epihesis, Unfused, canine gnawed
014, 185, 441  Tibia?  Fragments
51 Fibula Frag.
248 MT II Rodent gnawed
469 MT II Rodent gnawed, fused proximal epiphesis
140 MT III Rodent gnawed, fused proximal epiphesis
230 MT III Rodent gnawed, fused proximal epiphesis
115 Phal. 1 Rodent gnawed, unfused proximal epiphesis
423 Phal 2 Rodent gnawed, unfused proximal epiphesis
NISP: 67

MNI: 2
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Sheep (Ovis aries) 

053 Cranial
169  Mandible/ M1, M2 Right
387 Mandible/Pm2, 3, 4, M1 Right
235 M3 Maxillary Right
150 Atlas Fused
097 Atlas ½
109 Atlas ½
393 Cervical vertebra 
289 Cervical Vertebra fragment ½ chopped
167 Cervical vertebra  unfused epiphysis
310 Cervical vertebra corpora unfused epiphysis
196 Thorasic vertebral spine Rodent gnawed
290 Thorasic vertebra spine broken rodent gnawed
155 Thorasic Vertebra ½ chopped unfused epiphysis
024 Thorasic Vertebra ½ chopped
065 Thorasic Vertebra spine chopped
443 Thorasic Vertebra ½ chopped
310 Thorasic Vertebra unfused epiphysis rodent gnawed
032 Thorasic vertebra ½ corpora chopped unfused epiphysis
449 Thorasic vertebra ½ corpora chopped unfused epiphysis
037 Thorasic vertebra unfused epiphisis
063 Thorasic vertebra spine broken
376 Thorasic vertebra corpora epiphysis unfused ½ chopped
020 Vertebra frags rodent gnawed
448 Lumbar vertebra chopped
422 Lumbar vertebra ½ chopped
195 Lumbar vertebra ½ corpora unfused epiphysis chopped
329 Lumbar vertebra ½ corpora unfused epiphysis
459 Lumbar Vertebra ½ chopped
314 Lumbar vertebra fragment chopped fused
096 Lumbar vertebra fragment ½ chopped
220 Lumbar vertebra fragmen ½ choppedt
447 Lumbar vertebra fragment spinus process, chopped
393 Lumbar vertebra broken
465 Rib Right midsection chopped
222 Rib Right midsection
059 Rib Right midsection rodent gnawed
272 Rib Right midsection rodent gnawed
088 Rib Left Midsection broken rodent gnawed
107 Rib midsection
069 Rib Right midsection rodent gnawed
171 Rib Right midsection rodent gnawed
346 Rib midsection
369 Rib midsection
319 Rib Right midsection 
465 Rib Left midsection
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134 Rib midsection fragment
179 Rib  midsection 
417 Rib midsection
084 Rib Left midsection rodent chewed
367 Rib Right midsection chopped and rodent gnawed
180 Rib Right midsection Broken
033 Rib Right midsection chopped
436 Rib Right midsection very rodent gnawed
461 Rib Right midsection broken
255 Rib midsection
215 Rib midsection
212 Rib Left midsection rodent gnawed
105 Rib midsection 
200 Rib Right midsection broken
544 Rib Left midsection chopped
031 Rib Right proximal end broken
339 Rib midsection broken
047 Rib midsection
334 Rib Right midsection broken
173 Rib Left midsection
337 Rib midsection
130 Rib midsection rodent gnawed
239 Sternal rib ossified cartilage
449 Sternum fragment
126 Scapula Right
527 Scapula Right anterior artculating end rodent gnawed
418 Scapula frag. Left
513 Scapula Blade Right
114 Scapula Blade Left
428 Scapula Blade Left Chopped and rodent gnawed
294 Scapula Blade Frag
120 Scapula Right proximal
101 Scapula Frag. Right Chopped
178 Humerus? midsection
055 Humerus Right Distal Fused 
258 Humerus Left Midsection
159 Humerus Midsection
252 Humerus midsection
188 Humerus? midsection
197 Humerus Left Distal, Epiphesis fused
55 Humerus Frag. Right
468 Humerus Left midsection rodent gnawed
362 Humerus midsection
526 Humerus Right midsection rodent gnawed
104 Ulna rodent gnawed
89 Ulna Left Rodent gnawed
299 Ulna Left
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198 Ulna Left
204 Ulna Right Calcined
299 Ulna Left distal rodent gnawed unfused
089 Ulna Right proximal and midsection rodent gnawed
189 Radius Right proximal and midsection
350 Radius Right Proximal Fused
471 Radius Right distal unfused epiphysis
419 Radius Left distal unfused epiphysis
311 Radius Left distal articulating end fused
308 Radius Left Proximal articulating end Fused
304 Radius Left Proximal and midsection Fused
523 Radius Right proximal Fused
201 Radius Left chopped canine chewed
050 Radius Left midsection rodent gnawed
267 Carpal cuneiform
077 Metacarpal Left Midsection unfused chopped and rodent gnawed
408 Metacarpal Right Midsection rodent gnawed unfused
226 Metacarpal Right midsection chopped rodent gnawed
308 Metacarpal Right midsection chopped and rodent gnawed
304 Metacarpal Midsection rodent gnawed
086 Metacarpal? midsection very gnawed and worn
326 Pelvis Fragment
410 Pelvis Left fragment rodent gnawed
348, 110 Pelvis fragment
279 Pelvis Left unfused
259 Pelvis Blade rodent gnawed
524 Pelvis Left acetabulum fused rodent gnawed
366 Pelvis Left fragmentBroken rodent gnawed
572 Pelvis Right fragment
104 Pelvis rodent gnawed, chopped
521 Pelvis Left broken rodent gnawed
225 Femur Right proximal epiphysis fused
301 Femur Right distal unfused
362 Femur Left broken
537 Femur Left Femur midsection broken
095 Femur? Midsection
098 Femur Left Distal Fused
148 Femur Right Distal canine chewed
543 Femur Midsection
260 Femur Left Proximal Fused
571 Femur Left distal end fused canine chewed
472 Femur Right Distal end rodent gnawed
301 Femur Left Distal articulating epiphysis unfused
468 Femur midsection rodent gnawed
526 Femur Left midsection chopped and rodent gnawed
155, 349, 010 Femur? fragments
300 Tibia Left Proximal and midsection Fused
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200 Tibia Right proximal and midsection 
543 Tibia Right proximal 
523 Tibia Left Distal chopped rodent gnawed
530 Tibia Left Distal unfused
163 Tibia Midsection
399 Tibia Right midsection
530 Tibia Left distal midsection Unfused
425 Tibia Right Proximal end fused
415 Tibia Left Proximal and midsection Unfused
354 Astragelous Left rodent gnawed
233 Astragelous Right
053 Astragelous Left 
424 Calcaneum Left unfused distal
080 Metatarsal Right proximal end chopped fused
099 Metatarsal midsection
275 Phalange 1 Fused
112 Phalange 1 Unfused
NISP: 160

MNI: 3
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Wild Mammal Remains

Rat (Rattus rattus)

21  Tibia     Complete        Right       Immature Strip 2 0-.25’
27  Femur     Complete        Right       Immature Strip 1 0-.25’
56  Tibia     Complete        Left        Immature Strip 3 .5-1.0’
68  Femur     Complete        Right       Immature Strip 4 0-.5’
81  Tibia     Complete        Left        Immature Strip 4 0-.5’
82  Humerus   Complete        Right       Adult Strip 4 0-.5’
223  Pelvis                   Right Strip 1 .25-.5’
237  Calvarium Complete Strip 2 Feature 1 1.75-2’
341  Femur     Complete        Left        Immature Strip 3 0-.5’
343  Humerus   Complete      Left        Immature Strip 3 0-.5’
343  Femur     Complete        Left        Immature Strip 3 0-.5’
352  Tibia     Complete        Right Strip 3 0-.5’
384  Mandible  Complete     Left  Strip 2 .5-.75’
434  Femur                     Left  Strip 1 .25-.5’
439  Cranium   Complete         Strip 2 0-.25’
456  Pelvis    Right side Strip 1 .25-.5’
503  Tibia     Complete        Right  Feature 1 .5-1’
MNI: 3

NISP:  17

Skunk (Mephitis mephitis)

7  Ulna      Proximal         Left  strip 2 Feature 1 1.25-1.5’
216  Mandible  Right            Right   Strip 1 .25-.5’ 
MNI: 1

NISP: 2

Racoon (Procyon lotor)

174  Tibia     Complete        Left       Immature  Feature 1 .5-1’
331  Femur     Distal           Left       Immature strip 3 0-.5’
338  Vertebra  Complete                    Lumbar strip 3 0-.5’
340  Femur     Proximal         Left       Immature strip 3 0-.5’
MNI: 1

NISP: 4
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Brick and Mortar

402 Ceramic Brick 40 Fragments
447 Ceramic Brick 19 Fragments 1 lb 9 oz
449 Ceramic Brick 6 Fragments 1.5 oz
449 Ceramic Brick 2 Fragments
454 Ceramic Brick 2 Fragments
459 Ceramic Brick 1 Fragment
468 Ceramic Brick 4 Fragments
475 Ceramic Brick 27 Fragments .25 oz
476 Ceramic Brick 19 Fragments 8 oz
488 Ceramic Brick 6 Fragments
498 Ceramic Brick 1 Fragment
518 Ceramic Brick 5 Fragments 3 oz
525 Ceramic Brick 3 Fragments 3.5 oz
528 Ceramic Brick 4 Fragments
535 Ceramic Brick 1 Fragment Mortar attached
540 Ceramic Brick 3 Fragments
553 Ceramic Brick 3 Fragments
562 Ceramic Brick 8 Fragments 10.5 lbs 13.5 oz
586 Ceramic Brick 27 Fragments
591 Ceramic Brick 21 Fragments
601 Ceramic Brick 2 Fragments
614 Ceramic Brick 1 Fragment
615 Ceramic Brick 1 Fragments
889 Ceramic Brick 17 Fragments
XXX Ceramic Brick 8 Fragments
Total 231

389 Mortar Mortar 10 Fragments
427 Mortar Mortar 36 Fragments
447 Mortar Mortar 19 Fragments
462 Mortar Mortar 9 Fragments
487 Mortar Mortar 4 Fragments
488 Mortar Mortar 2 Fragments
488 Mortar Mortar 4 Fragments
498 Mortar Mortar 4 Fragments 1.6 oz
518 Mortar Mortar 4 Fragments
535 Mortar Mortar 1 Fragment
553 Mortar Mortar 3 Fragments
561 Mortar Mortar 1 Fragment
569 Mortar Mortar 5 Fragments
595 Mortar Mortar 20 Fragments
609 Mortar Mortar 1 Fragment
XXX Mortar Mortar 27 Fragments
Total 150
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Charcoal and Wood

436 Floral Charcoal 10 Fragments
440 Floral Charcoal 12 Fragments .5 oz
473 Floral Charcoal 6 Fragments .5 oz
505 Floral Charcoal 1 Fragment
523 Floral Charcoal 2 Fragments
612 Floral Charcoal 1 Fragment
620 Floral Charcoal 2 Fragments 2 oz
436 Floral Wood 6 Fragments
561 Floral Wood 5 Fragments
Total 45

Lithics

434 Lithic Flint 1 Burned Gray Chip  3 cm long
434 Lithic Flint 1 Light Gray Chip  3 cm long  
359 Lithic Rhyolite 1 Levanna Point
Total 3
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Metal

570 Metal Iron 3 Blade pieces
617 Metal Iron 1 Clinch Nail
584 Metal Iron 1 Clinched door/ shutter nail
508 Metal Iron 1 Cut nail
533 Metal Iron 1 Cut Nail
539 Metal Iron 1 Cut nail
456 Metal Iron 1 Cut nail
604 Metal Iron 1 Cut Nail
570 Metal Iron 1 Cut nail
570 Metal Iron 1 Cut Nail
604 Metal Iron 1 Cut Nail
617 Metal Iron 1 Cut nail
625 Metal Iron 1 Cut nail
499 Metal Iron 1 Cut nail
461 Metal Iron 1 Cut nail
441 Metal Iron 3 Cut nail fragments
461 Metal Iron 2 Cut Nails
430 Metal Iron 2 Cut Nails
509 Metal Iron 10 Cut nails
477 Metal Iron 8 Cut Nails
563 Metal Iron 4 Cut nails
487 Metal Iron 30 Cut/ wrought nail fragments
594 Metal Iron 5 Flat Iron  Fragments
555 Metal Iron 1 Fragment
594 Metal Iron 7 Fragments
584 Metal Iron 5 Fragments
539 Metal Iron 21 Fragments
617 Metal Iron 5 Fragments
563 Metal Iron 10 Fragments
461 Metal Iron 13 Fragments
538 Metal Iron 8 Fragments
XXX Metal Iron 142 Fragments
539 Metal Iron 3 Fragments
508 Metal Iron 2 Fragments
430 Metal Iron 2 Fragments
461 Metal Iron 2 Fragments
604 Metal Iron 11 Fragments
594 Metal Iron 8 Fragments
441 Metal Iron 2 Fragments
625 Metal Iron 4 Fragments
570 Metal Iron 2 Fragments
509 Metal Iron 11 Fragments
570 Metal Iron 2 Fragments
570 Metal Iron 8 Fragments
477 Metal Iron 18 Fragments
451 Metal Iron 12 Fragments
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487 Metal Iron 11 Fragments
521 Metal Iron 6 Fragments
477 Metal Iron 30 Fragments
499 Metal Iron 1 Hook nail
604 Metal Iron 1 Knife blade with tang
616 Metal Iron 2 Large Fragments
461 Metal Iron 1 Latch
477 Metal Iron 1 Latch
461 Metal Iron 1 Latch/ draw bolt
555 Metal Iron 1 Nail Fragment
466 Metal Iron 1 nail fragment
521 Metal Iron 1 Nail Fragment
570 Metal Iron 9 Nail Fragments
584 Metal Iron 12 Nail Fragments
XXX Metal Iron 2 Nails
451 Metal Iron 1 Ox shoe
470 Metal Iron 1 Pipe fragment
539 Metal Iron 1 Possible Hinge
466 Metal Iron 1 Punch
387 Metal Iron 1 Scythe blade
487 Metal Iron 2 Scythe blade fragments
477 Metal Iron 1 Spike
441 Metal Iron 1 Spike
456 Metal Iron 2 Spikes
387 Metal Iron 6 Spikes
563 Metal Iron 1 Wrought nail
594 Metal Iron 1 Wrought Nail
617 Metal Iron 1 Wrought Nail
527 Metal Iron 1 wrought nail
461 Metal Iron 1 Wrought nail
499 Metal Iron 1 Wrought nail
584 Metal Iron 1 Wrought Nail
539 Metal Iron 1 Wrought nail
441 Metal Iron 3 Wrought nails
451 Metal Iron 2 Wrought nails
625 Metal Iron 3 Wrought Nails
477 Metal Iron 10 Wrought nails
461 Metal Iron 2 Wrought nails
509 Metal Iron 2 Wrought nails
570 Metal Iron 2 Wrought Nails
584 Metal Iron 3 Wrought Nails
608 Metal Iron 1 Wrought Spike
430 Metal Iron 2 Wrought Spikes
584 Metal Iron 2 Wrought Spikes
509 Metal Iron 2 Wrought spikes
570 Metal Iron 3 Wrought Spikes
487 Metal Iron 6 Wrought spikes
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437 Metal Lead
1 2” strip  with

three raised bumps
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